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ABSTRACT
This project concerns the design and fabrication of the Automated Guided Robot
(AGR) prototype, utilizing artificial intelligence (AI) and genetic algorithm (GA) as a
mainframe in helping the robot to generate a self-understanding of the area of work
and mobilization to a destination desired by the user. The main objective of this
project is to create and developa Path Planning Mobile Robot able to avoid obstacles
in its path and reach a target designated position from its starting point utilizing 3
wheel-based rover body, sensors, linear motors and microcontrollers. Compared to
manual mobile robots, AGRs require sensors and control systems that generate
feedback for the re-evaluation of an unexpected situation and to detect obstacles in
the path the AGR is required to follow. The paper describes the network algorithms
developed and used in the design process of the AGR including simulations and
circuit designs done for the prototype. A general robotics circuit construction of the
mainframe target board for central processing, a controller board for the sensor
feedbacks and a small base tri-wheeled structure has been fabricated by the author
and continual troubleshooting and enhancement has been done for these components
of the AGR. Algorithm conversion to C code programming has been done throughout
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Robotics is known as a new revolution to the entity of beings that varies according to
its uses. In modern day environments, robotics and automation are involved in almost
every industrial activity and conveniently improve the efficiency, productivity and
reliability of a system. Robotics is also implemented in medical practice,
construction, outer-space exploration, household appliances and even as mobile
transportation.
Currently there has been study of automated guided robots which is used in
transportation and exploration that can be configured for different terrain. These
designs are known as locomotion, Hopfield Neural Network, Genetic Algorithm and
etc. For example, JPL (Jet Propulsion Laboratory, NASA) in U.S.A have developed
many rovers. Sojourner which were landed in Mars in 1997 adopted rocker-bogie
locomotion, Blue Rover took use of three-segment locomotion, the mini Mars rover
Go-For has a active wheel-legged locomotion, Nano Rover utilize posable-truct
chassis, and Elastic Loop Mobility System [1] was also designed as new type of
locomotion for planetary exploration.
1.2 Problem Statement
Robot Path Planning problem or robot Motion Planning problem is one ofthe famous
problems in robot's offline decision making algorithms. In this problem, the aim is to
find a collision free path, which the robot can follow to reach the target from its start
position. Analysis and research on autonomous path planning has included innovative
advancements in the use ofartificial intelligence (AI) and genetic algorithm (GA).
With advancement in the study of this subject, technology with uncontrollable
situations such as outer space exploration and deep sea excavation can be further
improved. New technology such as autonomous vehicle systems may also be able to
utilize such algorithms which are fail-safe.
1.3 Objective
The main objective of mis project is to create and develop a Path Planning Mobile
Robot able to avoid obstacles in its path and reach a target designated position from
its starting point utilizing 4-wheei based rover body, sensors, linear motors and
microcontrollers.
Using statistical analysis, the eligibility and ingenuity of the AGR algorithm results
will be compared with other existing system results at the end ofthe project period to
satisfythe requirements of a path planningmobile robot.
1.4 Scope of Study
The scope of this project includes robotics, control systems and artificial intelligence
in the study of Obstacle avoidance using ultrasonic sonar sensing, path planning and
globalpositioning using Genetic Algorithm (GA) with magnetic compassas direction
feedback and differential drive train for linear movement using two brushed DC
motors. The parameters of study extend to microcontrollers and design simulation of
the AGR base which include stress tests, weighted load tests, variable speed versus
torque tests, and dimension collision detection.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Methods of Detection and Sensor Systems as Feedback Analysis
Sensors are an important aspect in the functionality of a robot. With sensors, robots
are said to be able to obtain vision, sense of touch, balance, and even hearing.
According to their tasks and application, robots are given the appropriate sensors that
function as the feedback systems in a controller. Autonomous Guided Robot (AGR)
systems are classified as rover based robotics that require vision-type and touch
sensors. The AGR should be able to maneuver and counteract with the environment
using sensors to detect the obstacles around, remember its current position and
calculate a new path to take. [5]
The proposed sensors for the construction of the AGR in this project are ultrasonic
proximity detectors, electronic magnetic compass, and optical tracking sensors. The
function of the proximity detectors is to detect any objects surrounding the robot that
is detected within a range specified. The proximity detectors will be placed on the
front, left and right face of the robot to ensure wider sonar-like detection. An
electronic magnetic compass detects the strongest magnetic flux generation and
generates that as the North Pole. Using this compass, the AGR can generate sense of
direction and will not lose its path once avoiding an obstacle. 3 ultrasonic sensors
have been suggested for obstacle detecting and 1 magnetic compass for bearing
change detection. Suggested sensor modules figures and datasheet can be referred to
in Appendix C, D and E.
2.2 Differential drive and steering
Cars are manufactured with 4 wheels, each on each end of the car. This gives the
automobile much more balance and stability than having only a single wheel at the
front. The two wheels on the fronthelp create grip when the car is driven forward by
the back wheels connected to the engine. Maneuverability is done by steeringthe two
wheels on the front, where the car is able to turn in a curve which cancels the
requirement for it to stop to take a 90° turn. This not only increases the speed of
movement, but also reduces powerconsumption. This exact designcould also be used
on the robot rover intended in this project.
This possible design was sketched and a brief idea on steering was developed in the
progress. Instead of using a steppermotor which is ultimately heavier, it is suggested
that two servo motors are used to steer individually the two front tires. But this
individual steering is actually done in synchronization such as a car's, where both
tires turn the same amount and degree. The standard servo motors would be able to
turn 180°, which can be set to even 90° to the left and right. But as mentioned before,
the rover would not require to stop and make a perfect 90° turn instead just take a
corner when turning. The DC motor drivers will still be maintained to drive the rover
and control the speed ofthe rover.
Differential drive DC
Motor with gearbox Steering caster wheel
coupled to servomotor
Figure 1 Differential drive robot with servosteeringbuild
2.2.1 Comparison Between Servo AndStepper Motor In Direction Control
Stepper Motors
Stepper motors are less expensive and basically easier to use man a servo motor of a
similar size. It is called stepper motors because it moves in discrete steps. Controlling
a steppermotor requires a stepperdrive and a controller. You control a steppermotor
by providing the drive witha stepand direction signal. The drive theninterprets these
signals anddrives the motor. Stepper motors canbe runin an open loop configuration
(no feedback) and are goodfor low-cost applications. In general, a stepper motorwill
have high torque at low speeds, but low torque at high speeds. Movement at low
speeds is alsochoppy unless the drivehas microstepping capability. At higher speeds,
the stepper motor is not as choppy, but it does not have as much torque. When idle, a
stepper motor has a higher holding torque than a servo motor of similar size, since
currentis continuously flowingin the steppermotorwindings. [8]
Someof the advantages of steppermotors over servo motorsare as follows:
*• Low cost
• Can work in an open loop (no feedback required)
• Excellentholdingtorque (eliminated brakes/clutches)
*- Excellent torque at low speeds
• Low maintenance (brushless)
• Very rugged - any environment
• Excellent for precise positioning control
• No tuning required
Some of the disadvantages of steppermotors in comparison with servo motors are as
follows:
• Roughperformance at low speedsunless you use microstepping
•+ Consume current regardless ofload
• Limited sizes available
• Noisy
• Torque decreases with speed (you need an oversized motor for higher torque
at higher speeds)
• Stepper motors can stall or lose position running without a control loop
Servo Motors
One of the main differences between servo^ motors and stepper motors is that servo
motors, by definition, run using a control loop and require feedback of some kind. A
control loop uses feedback from the motor to help the motor get to a desired state
(position, velocity, and so on). There are many different types of control loops.
Generally, the PID (Proportional, Integral, Derivative) control loop is used for servo
motors. When using a control loop such as PID, you may need to tune the servo
motor. Tuningis the processof makinga motor respond in a desirable way. Tuning a
motor can be a very difficult and tedious process, but is also an advantage in that it
lets the user have more control over the behavior of the motor.
Since servo motors have a control loop to check what state they are in, they are
generally more reliable than stepper motors. When a stepper motor misses a step for
any reason, there is no control loop to compensate in the move. The control loop in a
servo motor is constantly checking to see if the motor is on the right path and, if it is
not, it makes the necessary adjustments. In general, servo motors run more smoothly
than steppermotors except when microstepping is used. Also, as speed increases, the
torque of the servo remains constant, making it better than the stepper at high speeds
(usually above 1000 RPM). [8]
Some ofthe advantages of servo motors over stepper motors are as follows:
•- High intermittent torque
• High torque to inertia ratio
• High speeds
» Work well for velocity control
• Available in all sizes
• Quiet
Some of the disadvantages of servo motors compared with stepper motors are as
follows:
• More expensive than steppermotors
• Cannot work open loop - feedback is required
• Require tuning of control loop parameters
+- More maintenance due to brushes on brushed DC motors
In this thesis, the author has weighted the advantages of servo motors to be much
more appropriate for the use in AGR steering control because of the higher reliability
and more control over the movement. Precision is not required in unexplored areas as
movement would be random for the AGR, but accuracy and speed is essential to
amount the proper control over the turning process of the AGR when detecting
obstacles.
2.2.2 Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) Motor speed control
PWM(Pulse-WidthModulation) is the most; common technique that is used toeontroi
the speed of a PMDC motor. In this technique a rectangular voltage waveform of a
certain amplitude and frequency is applied to motor armature windings. The duty-
cycle of the waveform is made variable. An increase or decrease in duty-cycle
increases or decreases the average power delivered to the armature windings. The
speed ofthe motor varies in proportion to the average power delivered to the armature
winding. The PWM can be generated through programming the PIC16F877A




Figure 2 Sample PWM waveforms for stated duty-cycles
2.2.3 H-Bridge Motor Speed Controller Board
There are number of ways to accomplish the electronic or eleetrieally assisted
direction control ofmotors, for example:
• Relay Control
• Bipolar Transistor H-bridge Network
• Power MOSFET H-bridge Network
• Motor Bridge Control
The clear advantage of using one of the above circuits is that they work as a buffer
between the motor and the microcontroller or microprocessor. The motor draws a
substantial current in loaded condition ranging from 1A for small DC motor to as
much as 4A for a medium size DC motor. A microcontroller or microprocessor
cannot provide this much amount of current. Therefore these buffers (also called
motor drivers) are required to fulfill this need and save microprocessor or
microcontroller from burning due to excessive heat produced due to large current
sinking.
H-bridge is the most common method to control a DC motor. It can be implemented
with Bipolar-transistoror with Power MOSFET. But their circuitry requires large heat
sinks because in operation they dissipate considerable amount of heat, and therefore
cover large space. [6]
The H-bridge used in this project is the Relay controlled Power MOSFET H-Bridge
motor driver [7]. Below is the components list for the driver:
• 12V single-pole relay X 2
• 1N4148fast-recoveryzener diodes X 4
• IRF540 Power MOSFET X 1
• 4N35 0ptocouplerXl
• 2N3904NPN Transistor X 2
• Resistors: lka X 2,1.5kQ X 1,200Q X 1
The schematic is as follows:
D42i
Figure 3 Relay controlled motor driver
$
The truth table of the motor logical inputs and the outputs is shown below:
Table 1 Truth table for I/O ofmotor driver
Input Output
FWD REV OUTl OUT2
L L L L
H L H L
L H L H
H H L L
1. Forward / reverse control
When FWD is HIGH and REV is LOW, current flows from OUTl to OUT2. When
FWD is LOW and REV is HIGH, current flows from OUT2 to OUTl (refer to the
truth table).
2. Forced stop
By setting REV and FWD, either both HIGH, or both LOW, power supply to the
motor is shut down and a brake is applied by absorbing the motor counter-
electromotive force.
2.3 Path Planning and Obstacle Avoidance
2.3.1 3D arrays in the use ofgrid-basedglobalpositioning
In the development of global positioning for a mobile robot, the frequent use of 2I>
arrays commonly arise as the most basic and effective method. Logically in mapping
a certain area, the normal axis that would be noticed is the X-axis and the Y-axis
which will give suitable amount of information for the robot to perform a node-wise
recognition and carry out globalpositioning. The figure below shows a node-wise 2D






Figure 4 Node-wise 2D positioning
The effectiveness of such networks have been proven to be 80% efficient and are
reliable in a fast-response and rugged situation. In this project, a slightly more
complex 3D form of array hopefully could be applied for the grid-based global
positioning. The axis would consist of the normal X and Y-axis, and an additional
radius (0) axis. This 0-axis is possible with the use of the CMPS03 magnetic
compass which would feedback the bearing value of the robot. This bearing value is
converted to degrees which would be used in determining the radius of perception for
the AGR. With the use of this axis, certain error in 2D arrays could be dealt with
which would have resulted from the robot having a slight bearing change which





Figure 5 3D axis
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To apply such arrays, a probabilistic approach and mathematical function must be
developed to enhancethe array. In a journal written by Maxim A. Batalinand Gaurav
S. Sukhatme [3], the theoretical iterationof probabilities would be applied according
to the number of actions and nodes that could and would be developed by the
artificial intelligence. This would of course be a finite number, which could be
bounded by the wanted map of the area in discussion.
1 •" a h c d f '" n-1"
Figure 6 An example ofa discrete probability distribution of vertex (sensor
node) k for direction (action) "East"(i.e. right).
FIGURE 6 shows an example given by [3] of a typical discrete probability
distribution for a vertex (sensor node) per action (direction). Mass distribution of
probability is a sum of 1, and nodes with obstacles will be stated as zero.
The mathematical model that I have developed is based upon the understanding that
the 3rd axis is used as an error correction for X and Y, thus the system is the sum of
changes ofthe bearing towards the probability matrix ofXY:
U(t+l)=ZtP(t)*U(t)]±arge(t)
Where U(t)- array iteration foractions possible
P(t) = Probabilitymatrix ofXY
0(t) = Bearing change ofcompass (range)
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2.3.2 Wisp628 Microcontroller Programmer Board
As a controlling platform for the system, the central processing is done through a
master microcontroller which is the PIC16F877A microcontroller (Appendix A). The
controller or more commonly known as target board is able to control all I/O devices
integrated in to the AGRsystem including the sensors and the transducers. The target
board created for the AGR requires an interfacing device for programming through
the PC which is done by integrating the Wisp628 Microcontroller programmer board.
The Wisp628 PIC Microcontroller Programmer board is a multi-pin programmer
utilizing RS232 as interface to the computer console. Thisprogrammer is a basicand
vital requirement in this project as the programmer will convert C program files into
assembly machine language saved into the microcontroller that will be used to control
the behavior of the robot. The Wisp628 is a license-free based programmer that is
shared online for use by freelance robotics enthusiast. The programmer is an
interfacing systembetweenthe PC and the target board.
The programmer was built according to the instructions of the author and using the




3x 1KO 1% resistors.
4xl0KOl% resistors.
lx O.lfxF disc ceramic capacitor.
4x l|iF electrolytic capacitors. (25V or more)
2x 22uF electrolytic capacitors.
lx 47uF electrolytic capacitor.
lx 470uF electrolytic capacitor.
lx lN400x 1A power diode.
3x General purpose silicon diodes. (I used 1N4148)
lx LED for debugging.
lx 20Mhz parallel cut crystal.
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• lx NPN bipolar transistor, (most standard 100mAtypes will do, I used a
BC549)
• lx 78L05 100mA 5V voltage regulator.
• lx MAX232 line driver or substitute.
• 1x PIC16F628programmed with firmware.
• lx PrototypingPCB. (E.g. RS 435-298, anything with 400 holes or more
should be fine.)
• lx DC power jack.
78L05
1H400X -=
9 Pin Female D-SUB
Viewed from rear




15 Pin Female D-SUB
Viewed from rear *""*
^ MAX232 ! Hj-. 2x lpF



















Figure 7 Wisp628 Schematic Diagram
2.3.3 CMPS03 Electronic Magnetic Compass
As a feedback controller, the AGR requires certain sensing abilities to help it
implement decisive movements from one point to another. The CMPS03 magnetic
compass acts as a sensor to help the robot detect where it is facing. The compass uses
the Philips KMZ51 magnetic field sensor, which is sensitive enough to detect the
Earth's magnetic field. The output from two of them mounted at right angles to each
other is used to compute the direction of the horizontal component of the Earth's
magnetic field.
14
The CMPS03 is a dual-compatible sensor which can be interfaced with either using
I2C or by readingthe PWM signal from designated pins. Figure 1 showsthe layout of
the pins:
Pin 9 - Ov Ground
Pin 8 - No Connect
Pin 7 - 50/60HZ
Pin 6 - Calibrate
Pin 5 - No Connect
Pin4-PWM
Pin 3 - SDA
Pin 2 - SCL
Pin 1 ~+5<f
Figure 8 Connections to the compass module
Since the microchip being used supports both interfaces, the I2C interface is chosen
for the more simpler read-in data sent to the PIC. The PWM signal is a pulse width
modulated signal with the positive width of the pulse representing the angle. This
means it requires a special call functionto convert this pulse into degreebearing. The
I2C interface gives a direct bearing value of0 to 255(360°). The author has produced
conversion codes to allow a degree bearing of0 to 360°to be used.
I2C communication protocol with the compass module is the same as popular
EEPROM's such as the 24C04. First send a start bit, the module address (0XC0) with
the read/write bit low, then the register number you wish to read. This is followed by
a repeated start and the module address again with the read/write bit high (0XC1).
You now read one or two bytes for 8bit or 16bit registers respectively. 16bit registers
are read high byte first. The compass uses an array of 16bitregisters:
1^














Compass Bearing asa bvte. i.e. 0-255 for a full circle
ill l in i'i hi in •mi.
Compass Bearing as aword, i.e. 0-3599 for a full circle, representing 0-359.9 degrees.
Internal Test - Sensor1 difference signal-16 bit signedword
Internal Test • Sensor2 difference signal -16bit signed word
Internal Test - Calibration value 1-16 bit .signed word
Internal Test- Calibration value2 -16 bit signedword
Unused - Read as Zero
Unused - Read as Zero
Unused - Read as Undefined
Calibrate Command - Write 255 to perform calibration step, See text,
Clearly it can be noticed that the register that will be used is Register 1 which
supplies the compass bearing as a byte. The read speed of the module is estimated at
60us, which is sufficiently fast for a continuous feedback control of the AGR. Before
running the device, it must be calibrated to read either a north bearing or a fixed
position bearing.Refer to appendix D for more information on the module.
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3.1 Project Process Flow
CHAPTER 3
PROJECT WORK
The process flow of the project will be done based on the simple flow which is then

















Submission of Interim Report
Oral presentation
End
Figure 9 Process flow ofproject
The first step that is taken into consideration is to select the project topic and thus
conduct preliminary researches and literature review through the available source
such as using the internet, text books, journals as well as conference papers. As the
information is available, it is very crucial for the author to undergo learning process
as robotics is not a familiar area to him/her. From the data gathered, the alternatives
will be layered out and the best alternatives will be chosen based on constraint and
criteria. The next step would be to transfer or apply the information gathered by using
related software or doing some stimulation pertaining to the project. The following
step is the drafting of interim report which has to be submitted before the final interim
report is written and thus submitted to the committee. The final stage of the process




Identification of functional AI algorithm forpathplanning
Identification of methods of detection for obstacle avoidance
3D modeling & simulation of AGR base
Construction and prototyping ofAGR base





Figure 10 Procedure identification and flow diagram
The main task beforehand is the identification of control systems and methods of
detection to be used for the AGR mobile path planning. This step requires data
acquisition and comparison studies for existing systems and robots that utilize such
technology. The next step is the 3D modeling and simulation of AGR base which
requires hands-on training on3D CAD works orSolidworks drawings. Also included
in this step is the simulation and designing of electronic controller circuits for the
AGR using PSpice and EAGLE layout editor. The advantage ofthis step is the ability
to detect erroror defects on the prototype model before construction phaseis taken.
The next step is the construction and prototyping which will consist of two steps. The
first step is the fabrication of a prototype board and circuits for testing and
troubleshooting purposes. The second step is thefabrication of actual AGR base with
PCB done circuitry which has been verified through the prototype. This step is
completed in the next semester of the Final Year Project. The final step is the
algorithm defining and programming of AGR controllers based on obstacle
avoidance, path planning and global positioning algorithms. This step will be done
throughout the project period and will also be accompanied by testing methods for
1Q
eachcontrol algorithm. These tests are done multiple times to attainquality feedback
of the system and for troubleshooting purpose. The tests consist of three phases,
which arethe mobility, obstacle avoidance andpathplanning tests.
The main objective of the mobility test is to acquire information on the
maneuverability of the AGR. The author selects 3 criteria for this test; that includes
speed control, turning and forward alignment. Hardware and software configuration
will be troubleshoot until the robot is able to carry out all criteria accurately before
the next test phase is done. The second phase is the obstacle avoidance test. In this
phase the objective is to complete random obstacleavoiding in a predetermined area.
The AGR will be tuned and tested to avoid walls and objects according to the
algorithm created. The third phase is the path planningtest. The AGR is tested in two
environments, predetermined andrandom area. In this phase, no obstacles are placed
accept limiting walls and troubleshooting is done based on the bearing change of the
compass. Once completed, a combined approach of both obstacle avoidance and path
planning is carried out as the final test method.
3.3 Tools Required
3.3.1 Hardware Configuration
• Ultrasonic proximity detector (SRF04)
• Electronic Magnetic Compass(CMPS03)
• PIC16F877A Microcontroller+ Target Board
• Planetary gear Brushed DC Motor
• Standard servo motor
• Robot rover base with 4 wheels
3.3.2 SoftwareRequirements
• PICC Compiler for Microcontrollers
• MATLab®





4.1 Body Structure and Mechanism
The body structure ofthe AGR was designed and constructed in 3 phases which are:
1. Generation of 3D Model design
2. Simulation of 3D Model and drive train
3. Fabrication of prototype structure using aluminum bars and othermaterials.
Utilizing simulation programs such as MATLAB SIMULINK and SolidWorks, the
basic criterion and the capacity of the AGR could be analyzed and predicted before
the actual model was made. Once tests were carried out in the simulation which
included stress test, weight to torque ratio, etc, the components such as the DC motor
and materials were purchased. These simulations actually help in reducing the cost
and duration of the project as less/no modification needs to be done to the structure
once a perfectly precise 3D model has been created.
4.1.1 Generation of3D design
The generation of 3D model required a CAD or solid structure designing & analysis
tool software and a sketch of the base design with constraints decided upon for the
AGR. The software used for this purpose is Solidworks® 2006 3D modeling
software. This software as stated by the developers is an award winning software that
is in use at over 12,000 major educational institutions around the world that provides
all the design engineering, data management, and communications tools required for
3D modeling.
There are also design validation tools embedded into Solidworks such as
COSMOSWorks which is a powerful, easy-to-use design validation and optimization
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software, COSMOSMotion which is a complete motion simulation and kinematics
package, and COSMOSEMS™ which is a 3D-field simulator that allows electronic
product designers to simulate the effect of components exposed to low frequency
electromagnetic currents and fields.
Before carrying out the design, a sketch was made with design constraints which
include minimal dimension of 40mm2 for the base; and components required and
placement. The design also includes the dimensions for the material used which is
rectangular hollow aluminum 2" x 1", rectangular hollow 3" x V\ L shaped
aluminum 1" x 1" and Tube hollow aluminum 2" diameter. The components selected
for the AGR are the RS stepper motor for steering control of the 2 front castor
wheels, 2 DC brushed planetary geared motors for driving, the magnetic compass for
direction feedback, 3 ultrasonic proximity sensors for obstacle detection and
USDigital rotary encoder for distance feedback. Figure 11 shows the dimension

















The 3D model created is the base of the AGR, This model is according to the
dimensions stated in Figure 11 with holes and structural couplings for components
and base connection ofthe base. Figure 12 shows the 3D model created in Solidworks
2006:
77
Figure 12 Full solidworks 3D model of AGR
4.1.2 Simulation ofDD&GP using SimulinkMATLab
The "Differential Drive and Global Positioning Blockset" is the tool which can be
used with Simulink® for modeling, designing, and simulation of the dynamics of a
type of vehicle robots called differentially driven vehicle robot. This tool carries the
blocks withbuilt-in Global Positioning algorithm (related to Dead-reckoning), which
are useful in finding out the current position and heading of the vehicle robot. This
blockset will allow the scientists and engineers to build and simulate their models of
vehicle robot using differential drive steering method according to their own design
and specifications, and will enable to visualize the results in the form of model-driven
animation. [6]
This simulation is to calculate the appropriate loading and the balance of the robot
with the use of rated brushed DC motors and the wheel radius. The ratings are
calculated and entered into the blockset and a system is built using these blocksets to
generate a differential driven robot for simulation purposes. The 'Animation block'
generates the animation of the differentially driven vehicle robot. In the animation-
figure the robot is represented in the form of a blue rectangular surface whichmoves
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and turns according to the data provided by the Simulink model. Note that the area
provided by the animation-figure is 4.5 meters in length and 6 meters in width,
therefore, the dimensions of the robot should be small enough so that the movement
of the robot can be easily observed in that area.
The ratings and values of gain for PID controller derived from thetransfer function of
the BDCM are entered in the blockset and the simulation is done. The transfer
function is as follows:
Va(s) (Js +bXLs +R) +K2
Where, Ls = Armature Inductance (H)
R = Armature windingResistance (Ohm)
Kb - Km = K - Motor torqueconstant(N-m/A)
Js=Moment ofinertia (kg-m2)
b = viscous friction coefficient (N-msec/rad)
The simulation consists of variable values VI, V2, LI and L2. VI and V2 are the
variable speed drive of each corresponding motor and LI and L2 are the loading
capacity of the corresponding wheels. The simulation is also able to produce results
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Figure 13 FullDifferential drive andglobal positioning blockset using Simulink
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Figure 14 The Main PID controller blockset breakdown with error constants
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Figure 15 The differential drive blockset breakdown for DC motor
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Figure 16 Results of simulation displayed as a figure
As seen from the graph figure 16, the blue box moves differentially by the change of
VI, V2, Loadl and Load2. Higher VI and V2 values results in faster movement and
the difference betweenthe two results in changeofdirection. The figure below shows
the graph of summarized results for PID controller orientation and error calculation
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Figure 17 Results for PID controller orientation
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4.1.3 Actualfabrication ofAGR prototype structure
Using aluminium hollow and L bars, the AGR prototype was constructed and
fabricated according to the design criteria and size. Certain optimizations were done
to make sure the construction is solid such as the addition ofa coupling pipe for both
the DC motors to make sure the alignment of both tyres are the same. The mounting
for the sensors were also fabricated, and the circuit mounting was also predetermined
beforeconstruction. The fabricated prototype is shown in Figure 18:
Figure 18 Fabricated AGR isometric view
Figure 19 Fabricated AGR side view
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4.2 Circuit Construction
The construction of control circuits is basedupon the circuits discussed in Chapter 2
ofthe report. The circuitry is designedand fabricated througha few phases whichare:
1. Electronic Circuitdesign and simulation in PSPICE AD
2. Purchase/ acquire components and wires from EE store
3. Circuit testing and troubleshooting on breadboard
4. Veroboard finalized workingcircuit design.
4.2.1 Master and Slave ControllerTargetBoard
According to the schematic shown Chapter 2. the programmer was assembled on a
prototyping board to test the components and the circuit itself. After utilizing the
firmware, the programmer was verified by the interface program called "BumbleBee"
that can be used on Microsoft Windows XP Operating System. After uploading and
running a test C program that turns on a few LEDs on the target board, the wisp
programmer board and target board were then converted into one board soldered on a
veroboard as seen in Figure 20.
Figure 20 PIC16F84A + PIC16F877A target board
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The target board connection is simulated through PSPICE with the microcontroller
interfacing with the I/O sensors and DC Motor Controllers. A few sequencing LEDs































Figure 21 EAGLEschematic for AGR TargetBoard
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4.2.2 Relay controlled motordriver
Design and analysis of the relay controlled motor driverwas done with PSPICE and
EAGLE. ERC checks were done on the schematic diagram done in EAGLE as seen in
Figure 22. After analysis was done, the motor driver components were purchased
according to the list stated in Chapter 2. The circuit was constructed and tested on
breadboard before finalization.
OQ
Figure 22 EAGLESchematic for Motor driver
The resulting circuit constructed on veroboard is seen in Figure 14. The layout has 2
two-pin connectors for motor andpower supply (12V) and a three-pin to thePIC. The
motorspeed control is done by the optocoupler whichreceives PWMsignals from the
PIC and variesthe frequency ofthe outputvoltageto the motor accordingly.
Figure 23 Constructed circuiton veroboard
in
4.3 Algorithm Building and Coding Generation
There are several algorithms integrated in the path planning of a mobile robot. Few
such algorithms that are included in this project include the obstacle avoidance and
global positioning algorithms. The algorithms are based upon process flow diagrams
thathelpclarify thesequence of the algorithm looping forthe robot.
From the generated algorithms, the coding language C is generated to be used for
conversion to machine language (Hex) to be programmed into the microcontroller.
These algorithms are explainedin this sectionas follows.
4.3.1 Algorithmfor differential drivemovementcontrol
The speed and movement control of the DC brushed motors will be done by PWM
signal from PIC as stated in the Chapter 2 of this report. ThebasicC program created
for the use of PWM signaling is shown in Appendix E. Using the mathematical
formulaand theorems stated in Chapter 2; the author has generated an algorithm for
differential drive as shown below:
it
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Figure 24 Algorithm for Differential drive control
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4.3.2 Algorithmfor obstacle avoidance
jiiiw uuauiwit- avuiuou^b aigv/nuun udaiwaxiy jluiivuuiis tv/ i«*i^ ui^ iuuui avuiu'ivabinifg
a dead end and resulting in collision. This integrated intelligence functions separately
from the differential drive and global positioning algorithms as a single network but
integrates as a system of networks for the robot in path planning. The important
components that will be used in the obstacle avoidance are the ultrasonic sensors
SRF04.3 sensors will be mounted on the robot as follows:
Figure 25 Ultrasonic sensor placement
As seen inFigure 25, the sensors are placed 45° angle from the front sensors to allow
180° sensorable area. The sonar beam from the ultrasonic sensor has a ±38° wide
area, thus resulting in the total 180° if placed in such a way. The advantage of this
placement is that the robot is fully alert of the surrounding area in front, and will be
able to sense obstacles and walls from the front and the sides of its path. This will
help the robot to determine which side to maneuver its turn to in cases where a wall is
present on any of its sides. The predetermined action for each case is shown in Figure
18 below. The generated C coding for generating feedback signal from the ultrasonic
sensors are shown in Appendix E.
When avoiding an obstacle, the robot must be able to turn away from the specified
path and turn back into the path when assumed the obstacle is not present any longer.
In most general cases, the robot will turn a full 90° to move to the x-axis and another
90° to return to the y-axis. Then repeat this step to return to the path. This will take up
tremendous time and there is a possibility of the dead-reckoning to have high error
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reading. The maneuvering of the AGR in this project will only require an angular arc
which will be enough to avoid the obstacle and in the case of a dead end or junction,
only then will the robot change direction of x and y-axis. Reminding that the
placement of sensors plays an important part in this maneuver, the robot can
differentiate between a single obstacle and a long wall. The generated algorithm






















Figure 26 Algorithm bubble for obstacle avoidance
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4.4 Troubleshooting and Testing
The establishment of a working prototype would not be complete without proper
troubleshooting and repeated test or experiments carried out. Accuracy and
repeatability is the main criteria in this project and fine-tuning of each variable
control and feedback sensor must be carried out to achieve objectives. The author has
divided the testing into 3 phases which are:
• Mobility Test
• Obstacle Avoidance Test
• Path Planning Test
Fine-tuning is done through the C language programming codes. The overall body
structure is tested first to ensure errors do not arise from the motor alignments or
bpdy weight.
4.4.1 Mobility Test
Mobility test is categorized as the physical test of the AGR's ability to control speed,
turn and move forward. A test grid was created for this test which is shown in figure
below:
Figure 27 Mobility test grid
Turning test are done for left and right turning, and the initiative is to achieve a full
90° turn ratio before returning to forward movement. The main troubleshooting and
modification done in this process is the bearing change reading and how the
controller manipulates the data for the turning process. A few error readings which
would occur could not be troubleshoot and thus repeatability of the AGR has been
reduced to maximum 4 successive test runs. Using the same test grid (Figure 27),
forward movement for the AGR is calibrated. The AGR is driven by 2 DC motors at
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the back, thus a difference in speed or torque in these motors could lead to
misalignment. If the AGR is not able to follow the white line from point A to point B
without the use of sensors, then adjustment would be done to the speed of each motor
according to the displacement. Optional movement including avoidance curve is also
tested and troubleshoot, with the consideration of a 180° ideal curvature. If the robot
is able to displace at waypoint 1 within the grid, missing waypoint 2 and re-entering
the AB line at waypoint 3 then it is considered as a curvature movement. This move
is considered as the hardest to troubleshoot since the movement is without feedback
and only 1:3 ratios of successive runs had been carried out.
4.4.2 ObstacleAvoidance and Path Planning Test
The AGR is able to sense two condition changes when moving which are the
obstacles surrounding it and the North pole bearing change. Using the 3 ultrasonic
sensors, the AGR basically has a 180° view of its area in front and will be able to
avoid any obstacles facing it. There are two alternative ways in planning its next
movement to a proposed end waypoint, which is either using a predetermined path
scheduled by exactly informing the AGR ofthe obstacles it will face, or by using the
compass bearing of the waypoint.
From its starting point, the distance from its end point could be determined as a
bearing of the North. As seen in Figure 28, it is possible to move from the start point
using the North bearing as a calibrating feedback to the controlled movement of the
AGR. The AGR will move according to this bearing until it reaches the end point
whilst avoiding any obstacles using the ultrasonic sensors as a secondary movement.
When the AGR turns to avoid an obstacle, it will return to the North bearing after
avoiding the obstacle. With this method, it is unnecessary to give a predetermined
path to the controller and this will reduce the amount oferror in movement in the case
there are more obstacles present. The downside of this method is that the North
bearing can be changed if there is a magnetic presence anywhere surrounding the
AGR. As stated before, the electronic compass will detect the strongest magnetic
frequency present as the North Pole. This result in error reading, thus the AGR may
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Figure 28 possiblepath takenby the AGR in an undetermined space
As a second alternative, random approaches are possible using the obstacle avoidance
algorithm. As the AGR moves forward, it is constantly detecting any obstacles in
front of it. An algorithm is developed to actuallyallow the AGRto move according to
the arrows shown in figure 29 towards the end waypoint. The movement actually
follows the limitation of space of the predetermined area, and it will follow the wall
of which may lead to the end waypoint. When obstacles are detected, the AGR will
avoid accordingly. Any amount of obstacles are possible, thus random obstacles can
be placed in this situation. The AGR will continue moving until it reaches the end
waypoint, which achieves the objective of this project. The downside is that the
amount of time taken for each trial may vary, and may also be very long periods. The
AGR may strafe away from the movement example shown and take a longer more
winding route to the end point. This problem could have been overcome with the
implementation of GA which gives the AGR the ability to 'learn' the paths it takes
and carry out the best possible solution there is. The author was not able to implement
AI in this project since the span of time allocated for the project was insufficient and
thus the experimentation with GA was not carried out.
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Figure 29 possible path taken by the AGR in a predetermined space
The conclusive approach after testing has been made is using the North bearing as the
primary feedback for path planning. Consecutive test results show that less error is
made using this method and movement from the START point to the END point takes
a shorter period of time. As a reminder, the AGR does not have the ability to
memorize routes because it does not have enough memory and no additional external
memory utilized in the system. This is due to insufficient time and funding for the
project, thus the feasible objective of this project does not includememorizing routes




The author has achieved the objectives of the project with the completion of a fully
working prototype by the end ofthe project period. The author has developed 3D and
MATlab simulations to predict the movement of the robot in certain conditions.
Throughthese simulations and 3D models, the AGR was constructed and configured
to carryout tasks according to the objectives of this project.
The prototype is structurally ready and troubleshooting process was carried out to
fulfill the desired condition. The AI of the AGR dependant on the coding of the
controller has been tested and verified to be able to carry out the tasks of obstacle
avoidance and path planning. The AGR is able to move in a random behavior from
one point and end at a final designated point using limited sensors without colliding
with randomized objectswithinthe path.
With the completion ofthe project, several recommendations for improvement ofthis
project have been identified. The AGR control system has the tendency to reset or
receive error spikes from the feedback sensors, thus isolation and protection circuits
should be included to avoid such occurrence. The main and motor controller circuits
should always be isolated and clean power supply voltage should be supplied using
these protection circuits, thus ensuring safe and trouble-free functionality. In
application of outer-space autonomous exploration, this would be a necessity as no
troubleshootingor parts replacement could be carried out ifa failure occurs.
A recommendation of upgrade for the control system is the inclusion of extended
memory architecture using RAM or ROM IC to operate in memorizing application
such as path waypoint planting. The global positioning could be further expanded to
include this algorithm which would enable the AGR to evaluate and perform path
evaluation and also use the saved waypoints to return to its starting point.
-*o
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OSC1/CUtt S & ST/CMOSW Oscillatorerysla or external ctocfc input.
0SC1 1 Oscitlatcrcrysts! .'flpu; or externa' ctcck source input.ST
fcrufler when cc-nfgured in RC moc'e; clhsrwise CMOS..
CUI 1 ExternalMs1',source isput. Aways associated withpin
ftnc*o OSC1 «>eeOSCVCLKi, OSC2tCLKO pins).
QSC2/CLKQ ID •? — Oscillatorcrystal; c clcck output.
CSC-2 C Oscillator aystei output. Connects to crystalor resonator
in Crystal OsciHator mcs'e.
CLKO C In 3C mode, OSC2 pin oulputs CLKO, whichhas 1/4 the
Ihsquencyof 03C1 and denotes,-he instruction cycle rate.
MCUWPP 1 26 3T Master C'ear finpu:j or programming voltage ioulput).
MCLR 1 Master Clear irtesst? input. Tfrs pin Iean active low.Reset
to :he device.
yap P Programing voltsge input.
PORTA "* a bidirectional -i'O port.
RAOrANO 2 27 T~L
RAG i/o Digital I/O.
AMO i Analog input 0.
SAt/ANt 3 is ~7*
RAt; I/O Cigta! i.fC.
am; i Analog input1.
KA2,sAN2/'.''3£F-i & 1 T--;
CVW" i/o Digital IfO.
RA2 i Analog input 2.
AN2 i At'D referents vc'iage {Lew;inrut.
VREF- Comparator VRS= autpui.
CVR5F
SA3/AM3.'V3EFt c 2 rn
RA3 I/O Digialh'C.
AN3 i Analoginputs.
VREF+ i A/C reference vctage (HighJ input.
RA*>T0CKI/C1OUT 6 3. 3T
RA4 I/O Digital I/O - Open-drain vihsn configured as output
TOCKi 1 T'merO externa}doc* inpji-
CI CUT c Comparator 1 ou:pu".
RA5.'AN4/SSl,C20iJT T 4 T~L
RA.5 I/O Eig-iai I/O.
A.N4 I Analog input 4.
35 1 3PI slave select .sput.
C20UT 0 Comparator 2 output
legend: I = input 0 = output
— = Hot pjssd TTL= TTLinput
"his bufferis &Sehirjtt Triggerinpu
This buffer is a Schrritt Trigger irspu
This buffer is a Schrcitt Trigger ^pu
State
r*esttR3'K»-«n.-,
9'0 = mpurjculpu: P = power
ST = Sennit!Tnjge/'Ltput
t when configures' as the externa! •stemiZ'L
itv^en usee -i Serial Programming; mode.
1when configures" \a 3C- Oscillator rncce and a CMOS bout otherwise.
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PIC16F87XA
TABLE 1-2: PIC16F873A1'876A PINOUT DESCRIPTION (CONTINUED)
Pin Name PDSRSGJC, QFN l/O/F Buffer
SSOP Piitf Pin* Type Type Description
PORTB is a broirectional l.'O pon..FORTE can be software
programmed for internalweak pull-ups on all inputs.
R90/INT 21 18 TTL'STW
R3D l/C Digits! I/O.
INT 1 External interrupt.
sai 22 IS I/O TTL Digits! I/O.
R32 23 2C I/O TTL Digits! I/O.
rbvpgm 24 21 TTL
R33 l/C Digital i/O.
PGM 1 Low-uc:;iaga (sings-s'jppfy):CSP orograr-niing enable pin-
.R34 25 22 I/O TTL Digitai I/O.
325 26 23 f<0 TTL Digital I/O.
sasiPGC 27 2* ttustW
P.36 I/O Digital I/O.
PGC i ln-o*cu itdebugger anc IC3? prog-inning clock.
R37/PGD 23 25 ttustW
R37 I/O Digital it'O.
PSD I/O Jn-sJraiit debugger anc ICSF^rogrsmrriing data.
"OR^C is a bidiraiiiona! I/O s-art.
RCQjTIOSCMTICKI 11 2 ST
RCO I/O -Digital I/O.
TeOSO 0 Timer: oscillator output.
~tCKi i Tirr.ert external clockisput.
RC1~*1GSyCCP2 12 o ST
RC? I/O Digits! I/O.
"11031 i Timer*' osd! ator input
CCP2 I/O Capture" input, Compa.fe2 cutout, PWM2 cutout.
RC2/CCP1 13 10 ST
RC2 I/O Digital l.'O.
CCF'1 I/O Capture 1 input, Compsrel cutout, PVM\ cutout.
RC&SCK/SCL 14 11 ST
RC2 I/O •Digital I/O.
SCK I/O
-Sytchrc-ous serial clock input/outputtor S?l node.
SCL I/O Syfi,£hrc?ous serial clock input/output for f2C mode.
RC4/SD1/SDA 15 12 ST
RC4 l.'O Qigilai I/O.
SDI ; SP;dats:n.
SPA I/O i2C data I/O.
rcs/sdc- 16 13 ST
RCo I/O Digital I/O.
SCO 0 SP'. oata out.
RCfl/TXfCK 17 K ST
Rce I/O Digital l.'O.
~x 0 USARTasynchronous transmit.
CK I/O USART! synchronous clock.
SC7.^»DT 13 1c ST
RC7 I/O Digits.!I/O.
RX 1 USARTasynchronous receive.
DT I/O USARTsynchro nous data.
Vss £. 13 5,6 P
-
Oreundrefererioefc ogicanti r/Os-ins.
VK 2C 17 p — "•osffivs supply icr logic and I/Opins.
Legend: ! = input 0 = output I/O = liput/output P = power
— * Not used TTL= TTLinput ST = Sebmitt Trigger Input
Note 1: This Pufferis- a Schnvs:Trigger incut when configured as the external interrupt
2: This buffer is a Schniii;Triggerinputwhen used in Serial Programing nods.
3: This buffer rs a SchmittTriggerincutwhen•configured in RC Oscillator node anda CMOS inputotherwise.




PD1P PLCC TQFP QFN |fO/P Buffer
Pmit Pin& Pin* Pfo# Type Type Description
0SC1/CLKi 13 14 33 32 ""'CMOS'*' Oscillator crystalor externalclock input
0SC1 I Osc:"atorprystaf input c?external cock source
"fjpu:. 'S~ bufferwhen ccnf-gured in RC mode;
otherwise CMOS.
CLKJ i Externalclacksource input Always associated
with pin function OSC1 (see OSC1VCLK:'.
CSC2/CLKCpins;i.
oscaciKo 14 ts 31 33 — Oscillatororvstalore-lock output.
OSC2 C Cso ator crystaloutpu:.




n RC mode, CSC2 pr, outputs CLKO.whisk
has 1/* the frequency of OSC1 and denotes the
instruction cycle rate.
MCLRfVPP 1 2 IB 18 ST MasterCfear finsut) or programsing voltage ioutput'|.
MCLR 1 Master Clear{Reset?input.Ttvspit is an active
lew Reset to the device.
P Prog-amming voltage iinput.
PORTAis a bidirectionalI/O port.
RAC/AMO 2 3 vi 18 TTL
RAO I/O Digital I/O.
A.NG 1 Arsa:og inp-jtO.
RAt/AN; 3 4 20 20 TTL
RAT I/O Digital I/O.
AMI 1 Ana;og Input 1.
RA2/AN2>VfigF-/GVREF 4 5 21 21 TTL
RA2 I/O OigiialI/O.
AN2 1 Anaog input2.
VR=r- I A/D reference voltaget'Lowli "nput
CVR== 0 Comparator VREF output.
RA3.<AN3Am=F+ 5 6 22 22 TTL
RA3 I/O DigitalI/O.
AN3 1 Anateg input 3.
VR5F+ 1 A/0 reference voltageMga) input
RMTQCKI/C1QUT 0 7 23 23 ST
RA4 I/O Digital -i'0 - Open-drain when configured as
output.
TOCK! 1 Tirnerfj external clock incut.
CI OUT 0 Comparator 1 cutout.
RAo7AN4/SS"/C2CUT 7 8 24 24 TTL
RA5 I/O Digital I/O.
AN4 1 Analog input4.
S3 1 3PI slave se.ec: input.
C20Ui 0 Comparator 2 cutout.




—= Not used TTL = TTL input ST = Scfcniit "riggerinput
Thisbuffer is a SchrrJtt Trigger ~s.pu: when configured as tie external Irrterrupi.
This buffer isa Schnsitt Trigger Lijput when usee b,Serial Programming mcce.
This buffer isa Schmitt Trigger input when configured is RC Oscillator moce anda CMOS irrpu; otherwise.
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TABLE 1-3: PIC16F874A'877A PINOUT DESCRIPTION (CONTINUED)
PDIF PLCC TQFP QFN WWP Buffer
PinS PiiiS PinS Pin* Type Type Description
PORTSis a oidirecticnal I/O port PORTB can he
software programmed for intersal weak purl-upon al!
inputs.
R3MWT 33 36 8 9 TTLSTl-1)
R30 iii'O Digital I/O.
INT Extern aliiterrupt.
R31 34 37 S to i/C T_L Digital l.'C.
RB2 35 33 1Q \: ;,i'0 TTL Digital I/O.
R33/FGM 36 3S 11 a2 ~T<
R33 •••10 Dlgi-al l.'O.
PGM Low-vcilageICSP programming enabe pin.
R34 3* 41 14 1A I/O TTL Digital I/O.
S35 33 42 1c "16 .70 Vi. Digital I/O.
R3S/P6C SB 43 16 :s TTL/STW
R36 Digital I/O.
FGC :' In-circuit debuggerand ICSPprogramming clock.
R3T./PGD 40 44 17 17 TTL.S-T'2'
R37 !.'t/ Digital I/O.
PGD .<'Z I.i-c:'s:uitdebugger and ICSP prcsramn ina data.
Legend: i = input C « output I/O = inpusbutput P = power
—* Net used TTL = TTL input ST = Schrnirt Trigger input
Note t: This buffer a a Schmitt Trigger input whenconfgursdas the external interrupt.
2: This buffer is a Sehmitt Trigger input when tised inSerial Programming node.
3: This buffer- s a Schr it" Trio/ rerincu when confioursd ftRC Oscil'a
© 2C03Microchip Technology Inc. DS35582B-psge 1;
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Legend: I=input 0 =output I/O = input/culput ? =power
—=Not used TTL = TTL input ST= 3csnitt Trigger input
Note 1: This buffer isa Schmitt Trigger xput when configured as the external interrupt.
2: This buffer isa Schmitt Triggeriaputiwhen used in Serial rrcc/amrring mcce.






























Capiurel input, Conparel output,PWM 1output
I/O Dighal 1/0.


























1(0 !J3ART synchronous data.
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TABLE 1-3: P1C16F874&877A PINOUT DESCRIPTION (CONTINUED)
Pin Name PDIP FLCC TQFP QFN WXP Buffer
Pin# PinS Pin# Pin# Type Type Description
PORTD is a bidirectional I/O pert orParaliel S ave
Pon when Interfacing to a.microorocessor bus
roo/pspc i,g 21 33 3S ST/TTL*3'
RDC I/O Digital l.'O.
PSP'S l/C Palate1'. Saave Pet data-
R01/PSP1 2D 22 3S 30 STrn.«
R01 :l/0 Digital I/O.
?SP1 Parslle: Slave Pen data.
RD2/PSP2 21 23 40 40 srraw
RD2
'rfC Digital I/O.
PSP2 i^V Parallel Slave Pert data.
RD3/PSP3 22 24 41 41 ST/TTLI3}
RD3 ;ifv* Digital I/O.
PSP3 >'C Parallel S'ave Pert data.
RD4/PSP4 27 3C 2 2 st-tlW
RD4 Ii'C Digital I/O.
=SP4 Parallel Save Pen data.
RD5/PSP5 2S 31 3 3 st/-tl"5»
RD5 "A^. DigitalI/O.
PSP5
.:/C' ParallelSiave Pet data.
RD6(?SPe 2-3 32 4 4 ST/7-lW
RD? 'JO Digital (.'0.
?S?S
.I/O Pa?alle 3'ave Pen data.
RD7/PSP7 3D 33 5 5 •ST/-TL«
RD?
:w Digital. I/O.
PSP7 I/O Parallel; Slave Pert data.
PORTE isa bidirectional I/O port.
RE0fRO/AN5 a o *iv' 25 ST/"^
RED !W' Digital I/O.
RD Read control for Paraisl Slave Port.
ANS Analog incut S.




Write ccpt-ol for Parallel Slave For.
Analog input t-.
RE2/CS/AN7 ;o ii TJ 2T ST.i7T.tS)
RE2
'*"0 Digital I/O.
Chip select cont'd for Parade-1 Slave Port.
ANT '! Analog input 7.
vss 12,31 13.34 6.26 8, 30.
31
?
— Ground reference forlog^c and I/O pins.
VDO 11,32 12,35 7.-23 7.8.
26, 28 •
— aositive supp!y forlogicano i/Opins.
NC
— h'\ 12,13, •3 -_ — These pins are rsot intemaiy connected.These cins1 23,40 J33, 34 sriouio se left unconnected.
!=input O =output f/o =irrputfoutput p =pewer
—=Net used TTL ~ TTL input ST= Schmitt Trigger input
Note t: This buffer isa Schmtt Trigger input when confgursd asthe external intenrupi.
2: This buffer isa Schmitt Trigger input when used in Serial Programming node.
3: This buffer'-% a Schmitt Trigger input when configured in RC Oscifator mode anc a CMOS input otherwise.




Each Capture/Cornpare/PVVM ^CCP) module contains
a 16-bft register which can operate as a:
* l€-b*t Capture register
* 1-6-bit Compare register
* PWMMaster/Slave DutyCycle register
Both the CCP1 and CCP2 modules are identical ;n
operation, with the exception being tie operation of the
special event trigger. Table 3-1 and Tabie S-2 show the
resources and interaction's of the CCP modul'etsj. In
the followingsections, the operation of a CCP modu'e
is described with respect to CCF1. CCP2 operates the
same as CCP1 except where noted.
CCP1 Modus
Cspture/Cornpare/PWM Register 1 (CCPR1) is com
prised of too 8-bit registers: CCPR1L (low byte] and
CCPR1H {high byte). The CCP1CON register centrals
the operation of CCP1. The special event trigger is
generated by a compare match and wf reset Timerl.
PIC16F87XA
CCP2 Module:
Capture/Compsre/PWM Register 2 (CCPR2) is com
prised of two 8-bit registers: CCPR2L (low byte) and
CCPR3H (high byte}-The CCP2CON register controls
the operation of CCP2. The special event trigger fs
generated by a compare match and wil reset Timer!
and start an A-'D conversion (f the A/D module is
enabled).
Additional information on CCP modules is available in
the PlCmicrafc Mid-Range MCli Family Reference
Manual (DS33D23] and In application note AN594,
"Using itmCCF Mxtafefs;" (DS0Q594).
TABLE 8-1: CCP MODE - TIMER
RESOURCES REQUIRED







TABLE 8-2: INTERACTION OF TWO CCP MODULES
CCPx Mode CCPy Mode Interaction
Capture Capture Same TMR1 time base
Capture Compare The compare shourd be configured for the special event trigger which clears TMR1
Compare Compare The comparers) should be configured for the special event trigger 'A'hich clears TMR1
PWM PWM The PWMswill have the same frequency and update rate (TMR2 interrupt)
PWM Capture None
PWM Compare Hone
©2003 Microchip Technology Inc. DS3S532B-page 63
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8,3 PWM Mode (PWM)
In Pulse Width Modulation mode, the CCPx pin
produces up to a IG-bit resolution PWM output. Since
theCCPt pin is multiplexed with tie PORTC datalatch,
the TRfSC<2> bit must be cleared to make the CCP1
pin an output
Motetr ClearingtheCCP1COMregister^force
. the CCP1PWM output latch to the default
. low teft& Tfr© Is not the PORTC I/O data
"•--'.-. latch.. •
Figure 3-3 shows a simplified blocK diagram of the
CCP module in PWM mode.
Fora step-by-step procedure onhow toset uptheCCP
module for PWM operation, see Section 8,3,3 ''Setup
for PWM Operation1".
FIGURE 8-3: SIMPLIFIED PWM BLOCK
DIAGRAM














A CCP1 pft 31S
lateti d.c.
PR2











2-C t interna: o
';•-&: lime
A PWM output {Figure 3-4} has a time base (period;
and a timethat the output stays h,$h (duty cycle). The
frequency of me PWM ss the inverse of Ihe period
(1/period).









! TMR2 = Duty Cycle
TMR.2 • PR2
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S.3.1 PWM PERIOD
The PWM period is specified by writing to the PR2
register. The PWM period can be calculated usingthe
following formits:
PWMPtetswi* [<FR2j +1] • 4«TOSC •
0TM82 fttscaia Value)
PWM frequency isdefined as 1/f.PWM period].
Whan TMR2 isequaltoPR2,thefollowing threeevents
occur en the next increment cycle:
* TMR2 is beared
* The CCP1 pin is set (exception: ifPWM duty
cycle* 0%,the CCP1 pinwill notbe set}
« The PWM dutv cycle is latched fromCCPR1L rnto
CCPR1H
Hote: The Tinter2 postscaier (see- Section 7.1
"Timer2: Prescaler and Postscaier?) Is
hotusetfinthedetern^atidhcftheP^
frequency. The postscaier could be used
to haveia.servo updatefrate at a different
freguencyihan the PWMoutput, i.
8.3.2 PWM DUTY CYCLs
The PWM duty cycle is specified by writing to the
CCPR1L register and to the CCP1CCN<5:4> bits. Up
to 10-bit resolution is avairable. The CCPR1L contains
the eight MSbs and the CCP1CON<5:4> contains the
two LSbs. ThFa 10-bit value is represented by
CCPR1L:CCP1CO.N<5:4>. The following equation is
used to catenate the PWMduty cycle in time:
PWMDaiy Cycle -(CCHUL.-CCFICON<5:4>) •
TOSC • (IMR2tascale Value)
CCPR1L andCCPICON<£:4> canbe written toat any
time, but the duty cycle value Is not latched into
CCPR1H untifafter a match between PR2 and TMR2
occurs (i.e., the perfod is complete). In PWM mode,
CCPR1H Is a read-only register.
The CCPR1H registef and a 2-bit internal latch are
used to double-buffer ine PWM duty cycle. This
donble-buffeifng is essential for glitch-free PWM
operation.
When the CCPR1H snet 2-bit iatch match TMR2,
concatenated with an [internal 2-fct G clock or 2 bits of
tie TMR2prescaler, the CCP1 pin escleared,
The nawmuiR PWM resolution (bits)for a givenPWM





Mote; If the PWM duty cycle varueis longer than
the PWM period, tie CGPt pin will notbe
• •' -cEesred. ••
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8.3.3 SETUP FOR PWM OPERATION
The following steps should be takenwhen configuring
the CCP module for PWM opeTation:
1. Set the PWM period'bywriting tothe PR2register.
2. Set the PWM duty cycEe Hy writing to the
CCPR1L register and CCP1CON<5:4> bits.
3. MaKe the CCP1 pm an cutout by clearing the
TRISC<2> bfe.
4. Set the TMR2prescale vatue and enable Ti'mer2
by writingto T2CON.
5. Configurethe CCPt moduleforPWM operation.
TABLE 8-3: EXAMPLE PWM FREQUENCIES ANDRESOLUTIONS AT 20 MHz
PWM Frequency 1.22 kHz 4.8B kHz 19.53 kHz 78.12kHz 156.3 kHz 208,3 kHz
Timer Prescaler (1,4,16) IS 4 1 1 1 1
PR2 Value QxFFh OxFFh QxFFh Gx3Fh OxtFh Qx1?h
Maximum Resolution(bits) 10 10 10 S 7 C C
TABLE 8-4: REGISTERS ASSOCIATED WITH CAPTURE, COMPARE AND TIMER1







IMTCON GIE PEIE TMRDIE; ' WTE ., RB1E . • TMR01F intf;. RB;F oooo ocas 3030 000(1
OCh PiRi PSPIFf-V 'Mf, RffiF -i Tfcp • -'S3PIF- ' CCPHF TMR2IF TMR1IF 0300 0000 0000 0000
QDh p;p.2 "•;—".- "... — • • >.'.-—]. '•- " .'-r- -..•_ • — - _ . CCP21F
8Ch PtEl pspieoi "AD1E . • nee/: TJpfi,"" SSPIt: CCP11E TMR2IE 7MR1JE oooo oooo 0000 0000
8Dh P-E2 I- --: , —. . J —, — ' — ' •'. • _; •. _ CCP21E 0 Q
S7b TRISC PORTC Data Direction Register mi mi mi mi
0£h TM31L Halting Register for theLeast Signifcani 3yteofthe16-b i TMR1 Register XXXK XXXX uuuu uuuu.
OFh TUR1H Hold.ng Register for theMost Significant Byte -of &e tfi-brt T.MR1 Register XXXX XK3X uuuu uuuu
1Gh T1CON ::" —.- . •"~~ , T1CKPS1 T1CKPS0 T10SCEH "tSYNC TMR1CS TMRlON --00 0000 --UU uuuu
15k C-CPRfL Capiurei'Ccflipare.'PWM Register 1- (LS3) sxsx xxxx UUUU UUUU
19ri CCPRtH' Gapturfit'Compare/PWM Register1 (MSB; XXXX XXXX uuuu uuuu
17St CC?1€CN .:. — -. \ •=-". "CCP3X-I 'CCPtY CCP1M3 CCP1M2 CCP1M1 CCPtMC --00 0000
— 00 0000
IBh CCPR2L Gapture/CcaipaFsjPWM fieg&ar 2 t]L3"3J XXXX S3EXS UUUU uuuu
1Ch CCPR2H GaptureffiempsreJPWM Register2 (MSB) XSXX XKSX uuuu uuuu
1Dh CCP2CON "•— •:•' ,/---.'>; \GCP£X-/ :cc.P2y" CCP2M3 CCP2M2 CCP2M1 CCP2MQ
--00 0000 —00 0000
Legend: s = unknown. u = unch anged, - - unnplerinentsd, re ad as '0'. St aded ;ells are not u =ed bv Car ture arsd ~tmerl.
Note 1: ThePS? isnetinplemented on2£-pin davJcss; always maintain :hesebl:s clear.
DS3Q3S2B-pas» e&
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TABLE 8-5: REGISTERS ASSOCIATED WITH PWM AND TIMER2







INTCON •GIE PEIE .TUROIE" *NTE '.RB.iE: TMROIF . INTF RBIF oooe ooox 0300 OOOu
OCh P1R1 PSPIFO)
-. a$f : -RCIF • TXfF " SSPIF, CCP t IF TMHSf TMR11F 3000 0030 0000 0000
DDK P11R2
• - ."- •-—-.- .—:•= "'". —•'.. '-!• ••—. . ' —;
BCb p;ei P5PIEW
. "AOJE. • R'CIE ; :"-t»e"' • SSPiE • ccpiiE". TMR21E "TMRllE 3000 0000 0300 0000
8Dh P;;E2 ,-' ;—; ••—. . _ •- --.*-- •:—' .; —' •• — CCP21E o 0
S7h TRISC PORTC Data. Dlreclicn Register 1111 1111 1111 1111
1th TMR2 Timer2 Module's Register 0000 0000 0000 0000
S2h F92 Tirr.er2 Module's PeriodRegister 1111 nil 1111 1111
12h T2CCN
— TCUTPS3 TOUTPS2 TOWTFS1 TOUTP5G 7MR20N "2CKPS1 T2CKPSQ
-000 0050
-003 0000
15h CCBR!L Capture'CcmparefPiVM Register 11LSB) xxxx xxxx uuuu UUUU




CCP IX CCP1Y CCP1M3 CCP1M2 CCP? Ml CCP1WD — 00 0000
--00 GO00
IBh CC392L CaplureVCcmpareirWM Regis:er2 fLSEl XXXX XXXX uuuu uuuu




CCP2X CCP2Y CCP2SVS3 CCP2M2 CCP2M1 CCP2MO —00 0000
--00 0300
Legend: x =utKnoisn. u =unchanged. - =un nip!eme*tedr rsad as '0". Shades" cells aresotassdby PWM and Timer2.
Note 1: Bfls PSPIE and PSPIF arereserved on28-pin devices; always m3iria>i these fcfts clear.




The MSSP module in i2C mode fully implements ail
traster and slave functions (including general call sup
port) and provides interrupts on Start and Stop tats in
hardware to determine a free bus (multi-masterfunc
tion}. The MSSP module impfenients the standard
mode specifications, as wek as 7-bit and 10-bit
addressing.
Two pjns are used tor data transfer:
• Serial clock (SCLJ - RC3/SCK/SCL
• Serial data {SDA}-RC4.t'SDI/SDA
The user must con%ure these pins es inputs or outputs
through the TR!SC<4:3> bits.

























The MSSP module has six registers for il-C operation.
These are:
• MSSP Contra! Register (SSPCON)
• MSSP Contra! Register 2 (SSPCON2)
• MSSP Status Register (SSPSTAT'!
• Serial ReceiveTransmit Buffer Register
(SSPBUF)
• MSSP Shift Register (SSPSR) - Not directly
accessible
• MSSP Address Register (SSPADD)
SSPCON, SSPCON3 and SSPSTAT are the control
and status registers m i"C mode operation. The
SSPCON and SSPCON2 registers are readable and
writable. The lower six bits of the SSPSTAT are
read-only. The upper two bits of the SSPSTAT are
read/write.
SSPSR is the shift register used for shitting data in or
out. SSPBUF is the buffer register to which data bytes
are written to or read frcm.
SSPADD register holds the slave device address
when the3SP is configured in l2C S?ave mode. When
the SSP ?s configured in Master mode, the lower
seven bits of SSPADD act as the baud rate generator
retoad value.
In receive operations, SSPSR and SSPBUF together
create a doub e-buffered receiver. When SSPSR
receives a complete byte, it :s transferred to SSPBUF
and the SSPF interrupt is set.
During transmission, the SSPBUF is not double-
buffered. A write to:
and SSPSR.
SSPBUF wili write to both SSPBUF
sS2003 Mioroship Technology Ins.
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9.4.2 OPERATION
The MSSP module functions are enabled by setting
MSSP Enable bit, SSPEN (SSPCON<5>).
TheSSPCON register allows control ofthe l2C opera
tion. Four mode selection bits {SSPCON<3:D>) allow
oneofthefollowing l2C modes tobeselected:
• l2C Piaster mode:, clock =OSCM (SSPADD +1}
• l2C Slave mode (7-bft address)
• fc Stave mode (tO-bfl address)
• !2C Slave mode (7-bJt address) wi3n Start and
Stop bit interrupts enabled
• l2C Slave mode (TO-bit address) with Start and
Stop bit interrupts enabled
• I C Firmware Controlled Master mode, slave is
Idte
Selection of any !2C mode, with the SSPEM bit set,
forces the SCL and SDA pins to be open-drain, pro
vided these pins are programmed to inputs by setting
the appropriate TRfSC bits. Toensure proper operation
of tie module, pull-up resistors must be provided
externally to tie SCL and SDA pins.
9.4.3 SLAVE MODE
In Slave mode, the SCL and SDA pins mustbe config
ured as inputs (TRISC<4:3> set). The MSSP module
vM\ overridethe input state vsrathi tie output data when
required (slave-transmitter).
The ihCSliave mode hardware wilE always generate an
interrupt on an address match. Through the mode
select bits, the user can also choose to interrupt on
Start and Stop bits.
When an address is matched, gr fie data transfer after
an address match is received, tie hardware automati
cally will generate the Acknowledge (ACK) puise and
load fie SSPBUF register with the received value
currently in the SSPSR register.
Anycombination of the following conditions 'Ml cause
the MSSP module not to give this ACKpuise:
• The bufferM M, BF{SSPSTAT<D>}, was set
before the transfer was received.
• The overflowbit, SSPOV (SSPCONk6»). was set
betcie the transfer was received.
In this case, the SSPSR register value is not loaded
into tie SSPBUF, cut bit SSPIF (PIR1<3>) is set. The
BF bitis cleared by reading the SSPBUF register, white
bit SSPOV is cleared through software.
The SCL clock input must have a mmimum high and
lowfor proper operation. "The high and lowtimes of the
l2C specification, as well as. the requirement of the




Once the JvlSSPmodule has been enabled, it**a$te for
a Start conditionto occur Following the Start condition,
the 8 bis are shifted into the SSPSR register. Ail mean
ing bite are sampled with the rissngedge cf the clock
(SCL) line. The value of register SSPSR<?:1> is com
pared to the value of the SSPADD register. The
address is compared on the falling edge of the eighth
clock{SCL) pufse. !fthe addresses match, and the BF
and SSPOV bits are clear, tie following events occur.
1. The SSPSR register value is loaded into the
SSPBUF register.
2. The Buffer Full bit, BF, is set.
3. An ACK pulse is generated.
4. MSSP Interrupt Flag bit, SSPIF (PIR1<3>), is
set (interrupt is generated If enabled) on the
tatting edge of the ninth SCL pulse.
In 1Q-MAddress mode, two address bytes need to he
received by the slave- Tne five Most Significant bits
(MSbs}of the firstaddress byte spe cifyifthis is a 10-bit
sddress- Bit R/W (SSPSTAT<2>) must specify a write
so the slave device will receive tie second address
byte. For a 10-bit address, the first byte would equal
'lixio A? AS 0', where %9' and 'ASr are the two
fvlSbs cf the address. The sequence of events for
10-blt address is as follows, with steps 7 through 9 for
the slave-transmitter:
1. Receive Arst (high)byte of address (bits SSPIF,
BF and bitUA (SSPSTAT<1>) are set).
2. Update the SSPADD register with second {low)
byte of address (clears bit UA and releases the
SCL line).
3. Read the SSPB'UF register {dears foEt BF; and
clear fiag bit SSPIF.
4. Receive second (low) byte of address (bits
SSPIF, BF and UAare set).
5. Updatethe SSPADD register with the first(high)
byte of address, if match releases SCL line, this
will eiear bit UA,
6. Read the SSPBUF register (dears M BF) and
clear flag bit SSPIF.
7- Receive Repeated Start condition.
8. Receive first (high) byesof address (bits SSPIF
and 3F are set).
9. Read the SSPBUF register (aears loft BF) and
clear flag bit SSPIF.
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9.4.3.2 Reception
When the R(W bit ofthe address byte is clear andan
address match occurs, the RW bit of the SSPSTAT
regisferis cleared. The received address is loaded into
the SSPBUF register aixf the SDA line is held low
(ACK).
When the address byte overflow condition exists, then
the NoAcknowledge (ACK) pulse is given.Anoverflow
condition is defined as either bM BF (SSPSTATO) is
set or bit SSPOV (SSPCOKI<6>j is set.
An MSSP interrupt is generated for each data transfer
byte. Flag bitSSPIF (P1R1 <3>)must be cleared insoft
ware. The SSPSTAT register is used to determine the
status of the byte.
IP SEN is enabled (SSPCON<0> = 1};, HCZiSCKSCL
will; be held low(clock stretch) following each date trans
fer. The clock must be released by setting bit CKP






When the R/VV bit of the meorrsng address byte is set
and an address match occurs, the R/W bit of the
SSPSTAT register Us set. The received address is loaded
intothe SSPBUF register. The ACKpulse will be sent on
the ninth bit and pin RC3/SCK/SCL is held lowregard
less ofSEN{see Section 9.4.4 "Clock Stretching" for
more detail). Bystretching the clock,the master wEI be
unable to assert another c-ock pulse unti> the slave is
done preparing the transmit data. The transmit data
must be loaded into the SSPBUF register, which a&o
loads the SSPSR register. Then pin. RC3.*SCK/SCL
should be enabled by setting bit CKP (SSPCON<4>).
The esghtdata biteare shiftedout on the falling edge of
the SCL mpuLThis ensures that tie SDAsignal is vaUd
dyriixi the SCL hightime (figure 9-9).
The ACKpulse from the master-receiver is latched on
the rising edge of the nfnth SCL input pulse. Hthe SDA
Sine is high (not ACK), then the data transfer is com
plete. In Ms case, when the ACK is fetched by the
slave, the slave 'ogle is reset (resets SSPSTAT regis
ter} and Ihe slave monitors for another occurrence of
ttie Start bit. If the SDA line was lew (ACK), the next
transmitdata mustbe loaded intothe SSPBUFregster.
Again, pin RC3.*3CK/SCL must be enabled by setting
bit CKP.
An MSSP interrupt Is generated for each data transfer
byte. The SSPIF m must be cleared in software and
the SSPSTAT register is used to determine the status
of the byte. The SSPIF bit is set on the fating edge of
the ninth clock pulse.
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FIGURE 9-8; l2C SLAVE MODE UMING WITH SEN *• Q(RECEPTION, 7-BIT ADDRESS)
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14.11 Interrupts
The PlC16Fa7XA famity has up to 15 sources of
interrupt. Ths interrupt Control register {INTCON}
records individual interrupt requests in flag bits. It also
has Bntfhfkfual and global Interruptenable bits.
Note: Individual interrupt flag bitsare set regard
less of the status of their corresponding
mask bat or Ihe G IE bat.
A globa- interrupt enable bit, GIE (INTCON<7>),
enables {if set) ail unmasked interrupts or disables (if
cleared) all interrupts. When bit GIE is enabled and an
interrupts flagbitand maskbitare set. the interrupt will
vector Immediately. Individual interrupts can. be
disabled through their corresponding enabl'e bits in.
various registers, individual interrupt bits are set
regardless of the status of the GIE bit. The GIE bit is
cleared on Reset.
The "return from interrupt" instruction, ketfie, exits
the interrupt routine, as well as sets the GIE bit. which
re-enables interrupts.


















TheRBOHNT pin interrupt, the RBportchange interrupt
and the TIWRO overflowinterruptfags are contained in
the INTCON register.
The peripheral Interrupt flags are contained m the
Special Function Registers, P3R1 and P3R2. The
corresponding intenrupt enable bits are contained in
Special Function Registers, PE1 and PIE2, and the
peripheral interrupt enable bit is contained m Special
Function Register. INTCON.
When an interrupt is responded to, the GIE bit is
cleared to disable any further interrupt, Ihe return
address !s pushed onto the stack and the PC is loaded
with 00C4tL Once intie Interrupt Sea-ice Routine, the
source(s) of the interrupt can be determinedby polling
the interrupt flag bits. The interrupt flag bit(s) must be
cleared in software before re-enabling -interrupts to
avoid recursive interrupts.
For externa! interrupt events, such as the [NT pin or
PORTS change interrupt, the interrupt latency will be
three or lour instruction cycles. The exact latency
depends whenthe interrupt eventoccurs. The latency
;s the same lor one or two-cycleinstructions. Indiviidua;
mteiruptflag bits are set regardless ofthe status oftheir
corresponding mask 1ft. PEIE bit or -3IEbit.
GIE
^WafcE-up inn Sleep mc-dej
I—i * interrupts CPU
Note i: F3? interrup:is ^lamented onlyon PlC16F874A.'e??A devices.
t> 2003 Microchip Teshnology Inc. DS35582E-psge 153
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Note: Refer to Figure 17-3 for load'conditions.




Onlyrelevant for Repeated Stan
condition






TABLE 17-11: t2C BUS DATA REQUIREMENTS
Param
No.
Sym Characteristic Win Max Units Conditions
100 THIGH Clock High Time ICC kHz mode 4_D — »s
400 kHz mode 0..S _ HS
SSP Modu'e 0.5 TOY
—
1G1 TLOW Clock Low Time 103 fcHz mode 4.7 — us
4-00 <cHzmode 1.3 _ |IS
SSP kfodute 0.5 7CY _




40D fc«z mode 20 •* c. tee 300 ns Cij is specked tc be from 13 to
403 aF
103 TF SDA Kid SCL Fall
••:m%
100 iHz mode — 300 ns
400 kHz mode 20*0.1 CE SOD ns C-3 is specified to be from 10 to
403 pF
80 TSU:.STA Start Condition Setup
nsne
103 VHz mode 4.7
— (IS Onlyrelevant for Repeated Stan
condton403 kHz mode 0.5
— !**
91 THB:3TA Start Condition Hold 100 "x.\riz mode 4.0
— Jts After Ms period, fee firsl clock
pu>se ls generated403 kHz mode 0.C — lis
ice THDcDAT Data, Input Hold Time . 100 kHz mode 0 _ D5
4QD &Kz mode 0 0.8 (SS
JO? TSUIDAT Dats in&utSetepTima 100 W.z mode 250 _ ns (Note 2)
400 SsHz mode too — ns
82 TSU:3TO Stop Cond'stonSetup
iime
100 kHz mode 4.7
— us
403 KHz mode 0.8 _ US




3500 ns (Note 11
400 *He mode — _ ns
110 TsiJF Bus Free Tine 100 sBz mode 4.7 _ l»s Time the bus must be free before
a new transmission can start400 'kHz mode 1.S — lis
1 CB Bus Capasftive Loading _ 400 pF
Note 1 As a tran snrriter. the device must provide :his interns minimum del
2:
Iger >tcp
A-fas; mode (40D kHz) i-C hasdevice sa& &e used' in a standard1 mode (130 kHz; |-*C bussystem, bui foe .req-isireme.it
lhat,T£"j:D*.Ta550 ns,mustthenbe met. This will automatically be tee esse ifthe device does notstretch IheLOW
period ofHie SCL sigsal. ;!f such a dsv:&e doesstretch theLOW period oftheSCL sDgna'-, itmust ouipid: tee nesct datafeit
tothe SDA line, Tr *ax. +TsttMT =1000 * 2SB =1250 ns{according :othe standard mode fc bus gpecifssfon).
before the SCL late is releasee1.
OS39652B-pagt '92 £•2003 Microchip Technology Inc.
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Dimension Limits WIN nom MAX y.iw NOW MAX
tt-jmbsrcTPlns 3! 4Jr 4E
?sm P ,1M 2.54
Tsp la seaEnq Fians A
-162 .175 .190 4.06 4.45 4J3
Moieea pactags TnianeEs *2 .143 .1EQ
.150 3.55 3.6-3 4.35
5*52 to saaiirtq ?iek A.1 .015 3.36
sr>ajiaera sroutaerwiatn E .5SS
-6CO .623 1,5.11 15.£i S5..2S
StoieadPattaqewMlh ET .553 .545 .550 13.46 13.E4 14.22
Querail Lsnqm D 2.045 2.0=6 2.055 51.94 52-25 52.A5
Tipto Sealing Pfane '- .122 .130 .135 3.05 3.33 3.43
ieafl THiaKnsss •s
.302 .012 .015 Q.2D 0.2= 2.35
Upps-i.eaqvvica 51 .052' .053 .D7C 3.76 1.27 1.78
;.o*aiTVeadWis:ft E .014 .013 £22 3.35 0.45 3. re
-Overall Row Ssaainq 5 =5 -523 .sea .630 15.7= 16.51 57.27
Mold Draft Anqle Top a 5 13' IS 5 10 15
MoloDraft Ancjfs sofiam is a 13 to 5 1D 13
J. SlgnfficariCiisractemitc
Kates:
Dfniepslaafi 2 and El dors:
.01.0"(!1.254"n-T!liper.5tae.
J6DEC EquiifS'^ nt: MC-OU
DrawlP9'Via.C34-S16
# 2003 Microchip Technology Inc.
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Microchip PIC16F84A
18-pin Enhanced FLASHyEEPROM 8-Bit Microcontroller
Higli Performance RISC CPU Features:
• Only 35 single word instructions to learn
• M instructionssingle-cycleexcept for program
branches wrii&n are two-cycle
• Operatingspeed: DC- 20 MHz clock input
0€ - 2CD ns inslr-iiefoncycle
• 1024 word's of program,memoiy
• SS bytes a! Data RAM
• 04 bytes of Data EEPROM
• 14-bit wide instruction words
• B-bst wide data dyles
- '15 Spscm! Function Hardware registers
• Eighi-levsi deep hardware slack
• Direct, indirectand relativeaddressing modes
• Four interrupt sources:
- Externa! RSG/INTpin
- TMRQ timer overflow
- PORT3<7:4>mterrupt-cn-ohanse
- Pa=a EEPROM w^ilecomplete
Peripheral Features:
• 13 HOpi:ns wilts.individual'direction control
• High current sin It/sou roe for direct LED drive
- £5mAsink man. per p^n




• 10,003 erase'wrtte cycles Enhanced FLASH
Program memory lypical
• 'lO.GOOj&OO typicalefaseAvrite cycles EEPROM
Data memory lypte-ail
• EEPROM Oata Retention >40. years
• tn-CircuitSerial Programming™ (1CSP™) - via
two pins
• Pcweir-or Reset ijFOR;., Fswe-r-up Timer{PWRTJ,
Oscillator Start-up Timer (OST)
• Watchdog Tfmer (WOT) wish its awnOn-Chip RC
Oscillator for reliable operation
• Code protection
• Power saving: SLEEP mode
• Selectable oscillator opt-arss







raj—-r 2 17 ]——RAO
RMtTECK! ~-*I 3 13 re ]„—.C£C-1.>U-<IN
MCLR -I 4 O 15 3 *• C5C2>'CLKOUT
WS3 -£ 5 Ol u ] * VCB
RBC'INT —"l 6 cs 13 3 -*—-RB7
RBI -— t > ;•*! ].*__, RB6
RB2*-^£ 8 11 3-•»-*• Rfi5











































* Low power, high, speed technology
* Fuily slate design.
* Wide speraiing voltage range:
- Commercial: 2.DV to 5.5V
- Industrial: 2.0V 'o E.5V
• Low power consumption:
- < 2 rr?A typfeai {£} BV, 4 MHz
- 15 uA typical ® 2V. 32 kHz
- < 0.5 uAtypical standby current £g 2V
DS3cS07B-page 1
1.0 DEVICE OVERVIEW
This document contains device specific information for
the operation of tie P1C1SF34A device. Additional.
aiformatiwi may be found in the FICmjcro™ Mid-
Range Reference Mental, (DS33Q23), which may be
downloaded ftom tie Microchip website. The Refer
ence Manual should be considered a complementary
document to this data sheet, and is insghly recom
mended reading for a better understanding of the
device architecture and operation of the periphera!:
modules.
TheP1C16F64A .belongs to themid-range family ofthe
PICmTmr•nfficrocontroUer devices. Ablock diagram of
ine device is shown inRgure 1-1.
PIC16F84A
The programmemorycontains1Kwords,whichtrans
lates to 1024 instructions, since each 14-Sit program
memory word is the same width as each device instruc
tion. The date nsmoiry ijRAMJ- contains €3 bytes. Dats
EEPROM is 64 bytes.
There are also 13 I/O pinsthat are user-configured on
a pin-to-pin basis. Some pins are multiplexed with other
device tactions. These functions include:
• External toterrupt
• Change on PORTS interrupt
* TtmerO clock Tiput
Table 1-1 detailsthe pincyt ofthe device with descrip
tions and details for each o:n.
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Legend: 3= input 0 = Output
— = Not used
Note 1: Thisbuffer is a Schmitt Trigger
2: Thisbuffer is a Schmitt Trigger





















































I/O = Input/Output P =s Power
TTL =TTL snput ST =SchirmTrigger input
inputvjfcen configured as the externalinterrupt,
input whenusedinSerial Programming mode.
input when configured mRC oscillator mode anda CMOS input otherwise.
Oscillator crystal output.Connects to crystalor
resonator in Crystal Oscillator mode. In RC mode.
OSC2 pinoutputs CLKOUT, whichhas V4 the
frequency of OSC1 and denotes the instruction
cycle rate.
Master Gear {Reset} mputfprogramnilng voltage
input. This pin fs an active lowRESET to the device.
PORTA is a bi-directional I/O sort.
Can also be selected to be tie ciock inputto tie
TMRO timer/counter. Output isopendrain type.
PG&TB is a ^-directional I/Oport. PORTS can be
software programmed for internal: weakpull-up on
all inputs.








Ground reference for logicand I/OpJns.
Positivesupplyforlogsc and I/Opins.
©2001 Microchip- Technology inc.
PIC16F84A
2.3 Special Function Registers
The Special Function Registers (Figure 2-2 and
Table 2-1) are used by the CPU and Peripheral
functions to control the device operation. Tnese
registers are static RAM.
The spscia! funciion [registerscan be classified intotwo
sets, core and peripheral. Those associated wfflh the
core functions are described in this section. Those
related to the operation of the peripheral features are
described in the section for that specify feature.
TABLE 2-1: SPECIAL FUNCTION REGISTER FILE SUMMARY







GDii iNDF Uses. coniests ofF5RtoaddressData Memory (nota physica iregister) 11
01 h TMRQ •S-bit Real-sime Cicski'Counter WAX XXXZ 20
0'2h POL LewOrcer 8 bitsof the ProgramCounter (PC) 3003 oooe If
Q3h STATUS** !RP np", R=0 TO =D i. DC C oooi ixxx 5




RA4rDGK; RA3 RA2 RAT RAD
— -X X3SSK 18
C6h PORTE*** RB7 *Bc RB5 RB4 RB3 R32 RBI R30f1NT JOSXX JEXXX 18
S?h
— Unirsplenented Icoalicn, read as S'
.--••:— ••• . /"".^--,
OSh £ECA"A ESFROMData^egrste- XXXS. XXXX 13,14
Wh EEAOR EEPRQfc* Address Register XXXX XXXX 13,14
CAh PCLATH :„-.< V-
• -. •— '' • •;•".— ••. Writs Buffer fcrupper 5 fe'is ofthePO^ —-0 0030 U
OBh iNTCGN GE =e;e TDLE INTE RB£ T0<F 1 HTTP RB1F 00CO COOK 10
Bankt
SOh ?NDF UsesContestsofFSR to addressData Mencry{not a physical reg ster;i 11
ath OPTICN_REG RBPU SNTEDG "DCS TGSE PSA P3S PS1 PSO 1111 1111 3
32h PCL Loworder S bits ot Program Counter f?C;i 0000 0000 1t
33h STATUS w IRP RPt RPO TO FD- Z DC c oooi ixxx a
S4h FSS hdirectdaca nemory adcress psinier C
.XXXX XXXX it
35h TRISA
— — — PORTA Data Oireslicrs Register
—-1 1111 16
•=6h TRISB ^JKIB Uata Cfraction Register nil mi 18






EEiF WRERR WREN WR RD —0 X300 13





'Arite bufferfo? upper 5 hits ofthe PC***
-- ->3 0000 11
OBh NTCCN SiE EE'E TJrE IMTE REE T05F IMTF REiF 0000 00ox ID
Legend: x = unfeown, u =unchanged. - = un nplemented. read as"0\ q =value depends cr>- csnddics
Note 1: The upteroyteoftrie program courte- s netdirectly assessis-le. PCLATH isa slave register fcr PC<12:S>. Tine contents
•of PCLA_rl canbe transfe^ed tothe jppsr sytec-"1"e oreg-ram counterbutthe contests of?C<12:S> arenevertrarts-
ferred to PCLATH.
2: Tre TO and PO stains bits in ;he STATUS register arenot affectedjb^aMCLftReset.
3: Other(,mm ptmer-up) RESETS delude: esternalRESET through MCLR and Ise '®Sa-c-
4: Onafvf device RESETthese pinsare contig ureaas inputs.
5: Tnis is the value that will be inihe portcutout latch.
.tchdogTinier Reset.
$20Qt Micro sJiipTirt^nc'ogyinc.. DS35!M379-page 7
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siraensron Lntis urn KOM MAX y;s: wcy MAX
Numcer oT Pins n 15 is
Pitch P
.?rjO 2.54
"toplo sealing Piane A .140 .155 .170 3.55 2.34 4.32
Moflec FacRaqa TfiicKness A2 .115 .130
-US S.S2 •3.30. 3.66
Ease to Seaimq Plane AI .0-5 G.33
Sflotiderto SiioiiMerwath E .330 .313 .325 7.62 7.34 3.26
Moaec FacKaejs Wldttr El .£40 .250 .26B 6.13 5.35 S.6D
Overall Langtn j7\
.£30 .e-=s .505 22.61: £2.30 22.9E
Tiplo Seaurg Plane L .125 J20 .135 3.13 3.20 3.43
LeadThPsiLFiSSS e
.023 .012 .315 G>-23' Q.29 0.36
Upper Leae tvatn B1 .045 .056 .Q7C 1.-.4 1.45 1-76
Lsast Leas WHtn 9 .014 £18 .022 0.35 ZA5 0.56
Overall Row Spaasitq $ eE .310 .570 43E 1. £7 5.40 10.92
MoaorattAfidiaTap « £ 1.Q IS f 12 15

















Th^ MAX22G-MAX249 family of line drivers/receivsrs is
intended for all EIA-7IA-232E and V.2&V.24 communica
tions interfaces, particularly applications wh=re s12V is
not available.
These parts are especially useful in battery-powered sys
tems, since their low-power shutdown mode reduces
power dissipation to less than 5uW. The MAX22S,
MAX233, MAX235. and MAX245/MAX24t7MAX247 use
no external components and are recommended fcr appli









♦ Operate from Single +5V Power Supply
(+5V and +12V—MAX231/MAX239)
+ Low-Power Receive Mode in Shutdown
(MAX223MAX242)
+ Meet At! EIAfTlA-232E and V.28 Specifications
* Multiple Drivers and Receivers
+ 3-State Driver and Receiver Outputs
+ Open-Line Detection (MAX243J
Ordering Information
PART TEMP. RANGE PIN-PACKAGE
MAX220CPE tTCto^O'C loFlasttc DIP
MAX22KSE 0'CtO-r70'C 16 Narrow SO
MAX22CCWE O'Cto-rTQ'C 1oWid= 50
MAX220CJD O'CtO-rjO'C- Dice"
MAX22CEPE -WCtOT&S'C 16 Plastic DIP
MAX220ESE -WCiotSS'C 16 Na new SO
MAX220EWE -^O'Cto-S^C 16 Wide SO
MAX220EJE ^O^CtorSS'C IdCERDIP
MAX220MJE -SrClo-r I25'C 16CERDIP
Ordering Information continued at end ofdata sheet
'Centact factory (&• dee speciftcattcns.
Selection Table
POWBr no. or Nominal •&HBN fU
part supply RS-2*J2 NC. 0! Cap. Vaiiis & Tfireu- &stive In Data Sale
Number C'j Drirere/ft Ext caps am st&te SHDN |KDps> Features
Mwao -3 2,'2 4 •U/IO No — 120 LWa-iav-i>3iV6r.}i>iJsirv-sta!>dardC'inQUi
MAS222 -S 2/2 J 0.1 Yes — 20j Low-power •snucaw.'n
MA5ft23fMA>213) t3 4/5 4 1.010.1J Yes / 120 >MK2il ana receivers amvc- in snuidewn
MWIJ25 -5 5VS A — Ves / UO Avaist-ie n so
MA>;23C(MAXK:G| -S £,"3 J 1.6(0.1) Yes — 120 5 drfrerawnn shutdown




2 i.o to. i;. No
—
no Standard rB*12¥cr tatter; supplies;
3afflerunaisnsast.lA:<232"
NW232 IMAX202) -*:> 272 J 1.0 (0.1'[ No — 120i'Cij indusrj standard
MfiCJZA -5 2/2 4 0.1 No _ 20? Hgter stew rae. snail caps
MAX233(TJAJCOi) -a 2/2 i". — No — 120 toeaerrsalcaps
MAX232A ts 2/2 i". — No — 201' to esdernaleaps, tiiqti aw/rale
MAX234|MAX20*J -a 4/0 4 l.OIO.I'i NO — 120 R(-f:'«:c.; uae
M«i23S (MAJQK) -5 5/5 0 — Yes — iX> to e^isfnal CiSf-s
MAX.E361MA1G051 -a 4/3 A 1.0(0.11 Yes — 120 STiJidw/ri Hires staic-
HAS237 |MAKC<J) -a £/3 4 1.0(0.1) No _ 120 ComplGrrents IBMFC seria pore








sdgia-paikags MiulicfiTor IBMP-: saiai p;0
MAX240 -o 5/5 4 1.0 Yes — 120 DIPor IIapacH package
MAX2dl (MAJQlll -a 4/5 3 1.0 |O.I) Yes „ 120 c-smpleie IBMPC serial perl
MAX242 -a 2/2 4 0.1 Yes / 20I< Separate siiutdc^/n and eit^e
MAX2J2 -a 2/2 i 0.1 No 203 Open-line deHCHon simpifles ca:ln>3
Mt&uU -a &'!0 i 1.0 No — 120 Hgri'al?«r.me
Nlf&IAB -^ 6*11' n _ Yes / 120 Hgh stac rate. Int. •:aps,f/,,C' shix-dawn modas
MAX206 -s E/10 n — Yes / 120 Hgn s&ff rale, wt.caps.fflreesftuliiivATi modes
MAX257 -5 &9 0 — Yes / 120 Hgfi stav." rale. inc.cap=, nlna oparau,>2mO'3as
MAX24B Ti &'3 a 1.0 Yes / 120 Hgr>st?/: rale, selective- tialf-cnip enaH=s
MAX2J9 -a CIO 4 1.0 Yes / 120 AvaitEtHe n quad tlaip'a':Kp'a:Ka--ae
MAXXJVl _SSaximIntegrated Products 1
For free samples &the latest literature: http://www.maxim-ic.com, or phone 1-800S88-8800.








Supply Voltage (Vcc) -0.3VteJ-h&V
Input Voltages





Rout -0.3V to (Vcc *• 0.3V5
Driven'Receiver Output Shcrt Circuitedto GND Continuous
Continuous PowerDissipation(Ta = +70*0)
l&Pin Plastic DIP^derate 10.53mWrc rabove +70*0)....842mW
18-Pin Hastie DIP (derate 11.1 InWC above +70[C)....889mW
20-PinPlastic DIP(derate 8.QOnWrC above *70,C)....440mW
16-PinNarrow SO (derate 8.70mWC above +70*0} ...696rnW
1&• PinWideSO (derate 9.52mW/3C above *70'C3 762mW
18-Hn WideSO (derate 0.52mW/'Cabove +70"Cj 762mW
20-Pin WideSO (derate IQ.OOmW/'C above •+7rj,C)....8CGmW
20-RnSSOP [derate aOOrnVTCabove +70'C) .64QmW
16-FinCERDIP (derate 10.00mW/,Cabove +70*q BOOmW
18-RnCERDIP(darate1G.53mW/'C above +70*C) S42mW
Operating Temperature Ranges
MAX2_JAC_JMAX2__C-.. (fCtotTVC
MftX2_^E_ _ MAX2__E_ _ -40'C to *85°C
M"iX2__AM_JMAX2__M__ -SS^C to+125*C
Storage Temperature Range -65'!Cto-t-160*C
Lead Temperature (soldering, lOsec) i-SOCC
Note1: Input voltage measuredwith Tour inhigh-impedance state, SHDN orVcc = 0V.
StressesBsymdtnose isted ureter 'ADsoime Mamum Ratings' msy cause prnmsntdamage tome device. Tfsse are stress songs only and tuicttynss
•qcsraffim tf B»deviceat mess or-sir/ otnercwdtOns Beymdiimse sweatedinrne operationals-ecsms of me specmcasos is not .ffi-ptrw. esposue ra
aosoRxe rtiaxmum&ttog -coixmictisforeaaftsedpsfiodsmsydfect dswce/ssaonty.
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS—MAX220/222/232A/233A/242/243
(Vcc= -^5V ±10%. C1-C4=0.1|JF, Ta= TminIoTmak,unlessotherwisenoted.)
PARAMETER CONDITIONS HIN TVP MAX UMTS
NS-232 1KANSMI ITERS
Outpii Voltage Swing Ailtransmitter outputs loaded with 3kfi to GND ±5 ±B V
Input Logic Threshold Low 1.4 0.8 V
Input Logic Threshold High 2 1.4 V
Logic Pull-Uprlnput Currant
Normal operation 5 40 |JASHDN = QV.MAX222/242, shutdown ±0.01 ±1
Output Leakage Cunent Vcc = 5.5V, SHDN = QV, VoUT= ±15V, MAX222/24Z ±0.01 ±10 |JA
Vcc = SHDN = 0V, VcUT = ±15V ±0.01 ±10
Data Rate
Allexcept MAX220, normal operation 2C0 116 kbits/
secMAX220 22 20
Transmitter Output Resistance Vcc = Vt = V- = W, VoUT * ±2V 300 10M a
Output Shot-Circuit Current Vour = oy ±7 ±22 mA
RS-232 RECEIVERS
RS-232Input Votage Operating Range ±30 V
RS-232 Input Threshold Low VCC = 5V
AlexcaptMAX243R2|N o.s 1.3
VMAX243R2m(Nate3 -3




Allescept MAX243. Vcc ~ 5V. no hysteresis in shdn. 0.2 0.5 1
V
MAX243 1
RS-232 Input Resistance 3 5 7 fcfi
TTUCMG5Output Voltage Low 'out = 3-2mA 0.2 0.4 V
TTUCMOS Output VoltageHigh Iout = -1.0mA 3.5 VCC- 0-2 V
TTLCMOS Output Shcrt-Cireut Currant Sourcing Vout = GND -2 -10 mAShrinking Vqut = Vcc 10 SO
TTUCMOSOutput Leakage Current SHDN= Vcc or EN = Vcc (SHEN= QV tor MAX222).





{MAX223ffi30£3^34/23&237/23&24Oa41. VCc = *6V ±10; MAX233MAX235. VCc = 5V ±5%,C1-C4 = 1jO|JF: HAX231/MAX239,
Vcc = 5V±1Q*&; V+ = 7.5Vto 13.2V:Ta - Twinto Tmax: unfess otherwise rated.)
PARAMETER CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS






















RS-232 Input Hysteresis Vcc = 5V. no hysteresis in shutdown 0.2 0.5 1.0 V
RS-232Input Resistance Ta = *25*C,Vcc = 5V 3 5 7 kfl
TTLCM0SOutput Voltage Low lout = 1.6mA(MAX231/23S233, louT = 3.2mA) 0.4 V
TTbtMOS OutputVdtage High bur = -1mA 3.5 Vcc-0.4 V
TTUCMOS Output LeakBgeCurrant 0V£ Rqut*:Vcc: EN * 0V(MAX223);ElT=Vcc(MAX23S-24l) 0.05 ±10 {lA



















Transition Region Stew Rate
MftX223J'MAX230*flAX234-241, Ta = +25"C, Vcc = 5V,





Rl = 3kQ to 7kfl. Cl = 5GpFto 2EO0pF. measured from
+3Vfro-3Vor-3Vto+3V
4 30

































1BMJMHIK OUTFIT VOLTACE (V0U)
K.lDflOCAPACITIWffflT
DFFEIENTDATARATES
s» irco tac 2ko 2kc
TIWBMITTEI OtITWT VOLTAGE (V0L)
w.LMD CAPACITANCE AT
WFEKHT DATA RATES
« w iho m 2s»
LWt'CJfftaTiHCEtJf)
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DE1HCE CI C? Cl Ci f5
MKQ2D (J AI 10 ID *7
MM232 1.0 1JJ 1,0 IXi 1.0








































ANHUHHRS INTUPICAL QHRMINS CIRCUIT ABE FOB QPmPtaWtSOUi.











SRF04 ULTRASONIC RANGE SENSOR DATASHEET
R4=ML4^Xf1 $9% Btenlo dfiw,Susa- 12D Gsnerauejfoggiaraiaiii.comRacwni,caisnnia'3S76E.usfl. Tfle^BalrsuppotogararaHaxcornomce: $16}624-3333 WWSrte:wftw.paraHax.oom
Fax: {9f6jS24-a(H3 Edmafional: www.slampsfncBE6.ooin
Devantech SRF04 Ultrasonic Range Finder
The Devantech 5RFQ4 ultrasonic rangetinder provides precise, non-contact distance measurements from
about 3 cm (1.2 inches) to 3 meters (3.3 yards). It fs very easy to connect to BASIC Stamps or the
Javelin, requiring only two I/O pins.1 The 5RF04 library makes this device very simpte to use and isan
ideal component for roboticsapplications.
The SRFQ4 works by transmitting an ultrasonic (well above human hearing range) pulse and measuring
thetame ittakes to"hear" the pulse echo. Output from the SRF04 isin the form ofa variable-width pulse
that corresponds to the distance to the target,
The SRF04 is designed and manufactured by Devantech, who provides additional technical resources for
the device.Their web site is http;//www.robot-electronscs.co.uk.
Features
Voltage - 5 v
Current- 30 mA Typ, 50rnA Max.
Frequency - 40 kHz
Max Range -3m
Min Range - 3 cm
Sensitivity - Detect 3 cm diameter broom handle at > 2 m
Input Trigger-10 uS Min. TTLlevel pulse
Echo Pulse - Positive TTL Sever signal, width proportional to range.
Small Size - {1.7 In x .8 in x .7inheight) 43 mm x20mm x 17mm height
1For s Javelin Stamp a^ieatiori note see www.javalastainp.com.
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APPENDIX D
CMPS03 ELECTRONIC MAGNETIC COMPASS DATASHEET
This compass module has been specifically designed for use in robots as anaid to
navigation. The aim was to produce a unique number to represent the direction the
robot is facing. The compass uses the Philips KMZ51 magnetic field sensor, which is
sensitive enough todetect the Earths magnetic field. The output from two ofthem
mounted at right angles to each other is used to compute the direction of the orizontal
component ofthe Earths magnetic field. We have examples ofusing the Compass
module witha widerange of popular controllers.
Connectionsto the compassmodule
Pin 9 - uv Ground
Pin 8 - No Connect
Pin 7'•soffiOHz
Pin 6 - Calibrate





The compass module requires a 5vpower supply at a nominal 15mA.
There are two ways ofgetting the bearing from the module. APWM signal is
available onpin4,oranI2C interface is provided onpins 2,3.
The PWM signal isa pulse width modulated signal with the positive width ofthe
pulse representing theangle. The pulse width varies from lmS (0° ) to 36.99mS
(359.9° ) - inother words 100uS/° with a +lmS offset. The signal goes low for 65mS
between pulses, so the cycle time is 65mS + the pulse width - ie, 66ms-102ms. The
pulse is generated bya 16bittimer inthe processor giving a luS resolution, however
I would not recommend measuring this toanything better than 0.1° (lOuS). Make
sure you connect the I2C pins, SCL and SDA, to the 5vsupply ifyou are using the
PWM, as there areno pull-up resistors on these pins.
Pin 2,3 are an I2C interface and can be used to get a direct readout ofthe bearing. If
the I2C interface isnot used then these pins should bepulled high (to +5v) viaa
couple ofresistors. Around 47k is ok, the values are not at all critical.
aar1 Compass usesadtitesstbCO
" 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Write The register number that
you went to read torn
Repeated
Stat bit
V, \KnAB\AS\M\P3\fJ2~m~rVW KK 107 IDSl Dg | D4 IP3 I02 | D1 | DO |r»CK I \ _
TUnj2U3U3TJTLIsunjnj9Ljn^^
W rite address with bJO s*t - QxC1
110 0 0 0 0 1 Read one or more rag isto is




I2C communication protocol with the compass module is the same as popular
eeprom's such as the 24C04. First send a start bit, the module address (OXCO) with
the read/write bit low, then the register number you wish to read. This isfollowed by
a repeated start and the module address again with the read/write bit high (0XC1).
You now read one or two bytes for 8bit or 16bit registers respectively. 16bit registers
are read high byte first. The compass has a 16 byte array ofregisters, some ofwhich
doubleup as 16 bit registers as follows;
Register Function
0 Software Revision Number
2,3
4,5
CompassBearing as a byte, i.e. 0-255 for a full circle
Compass Bearing asaword, i.e 0-3599 for a ftill circle, representing 0-359.9 degrees.
internal Test- Sensorl difference signal -16 bitsigned word
6,7
8,9
Internal Test- Seasor2 difference signal -16 bitsigned word
Internal Test - Calibration value 1-16 bitsigned word
10,11 Internal Test - Calibration value 2 -16 bit sisned word
12 Unused - Read as Zero
13 Unused - Read as Zero
14 Unused - Read as Undefined
15 CaHbrate Cornmand -Write 255 to perform calibration step. See text.
Register 0 is the Software revision number (8 at the time ofwriting). Register 1isthe
bearing converted to a 0- 255 value. This may be easier for some applications than 0-
360 which requires two bytes. For those who require better resolution registers 2and
3(high byte first) are a 16 bit unsigned integer in the range 0-3599. This represents 0-
359.9°. Registers 4to 11 are internal test registers and 12,13 are unused. Register 14
isundefined. Don't read them ifyou don't want them - you'll just waste your I2C
bandwidth. Register 15 isused tocalibrate the compass. Full calibration information
is here.
The I2C interface does not have anypull-up resistors on theboard, these should be
provided elsewhere, most probably with the bus master. They are required onboth the
SCL and SDA lines, but only once for the whole bus, not on each module. I suggest a
value of lk8 ifyou are going to be working up to 400KHz and lk2 or even Ikifyou
are going up to 1MHz. The compass isdesigned to work at upto thestandard clock
speed (SCL) of lOOKHz, however the clock speed can be raised to 1MHZ providing
thefollowing precaution is taken; At speeds above around 160KHz the CPU cannot
respond fast enough to read the I2C data. Therefore a small delay of50uS should be
inserted either side ofwriting the register address. No delays are required anywhere
else inthe sequence. By doing this, I have tested the compass module up to 1.3MHz
SCL clock speed. There isan example driver here using the HITECH PICC compiler
for the PIC16F877. Note that the above isofno concern ifyou are using popular
embedded language processors such as the OOPic. The compass module always
operates as a slave, its never a bus master.
78
Pin 7isaninput pin selecting either 50Hz (low) or60Hz (high) operation. I added
this option after noticing ajitter ofaround 1.5° inthe output. The cause was the 50Hz
mains field in my workshop. By converting in synchronism with the mains frequency
this was reduced to around 0.2°. An internal conversion isdone every 40mS (50Hz)
or every 33.3mS (60Hz). The pinhasan on-board pull-up canbe leftunconnected for
60Hz operation. There isno synchronism between the PWM orI2C outputs and the
conversion. They both retrieve the most recent internal reading, which iscontinuously
converted, whether it isused ornot. Pin 6 isused tocalibrate the compass. The
calibrate input (pin 6)hasan on-board pull-up resistor and can beleftunconnected
after calibration. Calibration isidentical to theCMPS01 Rev7 procedure. Full
calibration information is here.
Pins 5 and 8 are No Connect. Actually pin8 is theprocessor reset line and hasanon
board pull-up resistor. It is there so that we can program the processor chip after
placement on the PCB,
PCB Drilling Plan
















Master Microcontroller PIC16F877A Code
Testingprogramfor obstacle avoidanceand path planning
ofAutonomous Guided Robot (AGR)
Createdby:MohdAzlanShah BinAbdRahim (5146)
Electrical &Electronics Engineering Department
University of Technology PETRONAS
NOTES:
PIN_BD - triggering output to ultrasonicsensorfront
PIN_B1 = triggering output to ultrasonicsensor left
PIN_B2 = triggering output to ultrasonicsensor right
PIN_A2 - inputpulsefrom ultrasonicsensorfront
PIN_A3 = inputpulsefrom ultrasonicsensor left
PIN_A4<= input pulse from ultrasonicsensor right
PIN_B4= output to servo controller (bit 0)
P//V.B5= output to servo controller(bit 1)
PIN__B6 - output to servo controller(bit2)
PIN_B7= Inputfrom servo controller
P//V_0= CCP1 PWMLEFTWHEEL output
PIN_C2= CCP2 PWMRIGHTWHEEL output
PIN__E1 = LEFTWHEEL directioncontroloutput
PIN_E2 = LEFTWHEEL direction controloutput
PIN_C4 = RIGHTWHEEL directioncontrol output
PIN_C5 = RIGHTWHEEL direction control output
PINJ30= SequencingLED 0
PINJ31 = Sequencing LED 1
PIN_D2* Sequencing LED 2
#include <16F877A.h>
#use delay(clock=20000000)
#fuses HS,NOPROTECT,NOWDT, NOBROWNOUT, NOPUT, NOLVP
#incIude<16F877A.h>
#use delay(clock==20000000)











16 signed intl6 direction[2];

































































82 direction[l] <= i2c_read(0);
83 difference - directionfl] - direction[0];
84
85 if (direction[l]>= 63 &&directionfl] <= 65)
86
87 degree - 90;
88
89 i^dkectionfl] >= 191 &&direction[l]<= 193)
90
91 degree = 270;
92
93 if[direction[l] >= 66 &&direction[l] <= 190)
94
95 degree = 180;
96
97 if(directian[l] >= 31 &&direction[13 <= 33)
98
99 degree - 45;
100
101 ifXdirectionll] >= 223 &&direction[l]<= 225)
102
103 degree = 315;
104
105 indirection!!] = 0)
106 {







































140 output low(PIN C5);
141 }
142




















163 output bit(PIN D1,0);
164 }
165





















186 output bit(PIN D2,0);
187 }
188




































































256 irXvalue>0 && value<36000) distance= value/36;































287 ifl>alue>0 &&value<36000) distance = value/36;






























318 it(value>0 &&value<36000) distance = value/36;









328 intobstacle frontO //obstacle in front algorithm
329 {
330 frontsense = ranger10;






































































































































































































476 irXranger20>0 && ranger20<3) motor(260,140); //taking right curve
//(dampening effect to keep distance from object 5cm)
477 else i^rangei^O-^) motor(200,200);
































































Servo Slave Microcontroller PIC16F84A Code
Testing programfor obstacleavoidance andpathplanning
ofAutonomousGuidedRobot(AGR)
Created by:Mohd Azlan ShahBin AbdRahim (5146)
Electrical &Electronics Engineering Department
UniversityofTechnology PETRONAS
NOTES:
PIN_B0= output to master controller
PIN_B4 =inputfrom master controller(bit 0)
PIN_B5 = inputfrommastercontroller (bit1)
PINJB6 = inputfrom master controller(bit2)
PIN_A1 =outputto servo(left)





























































































































output bit(PIN B0,0); //if finish change to standard 45
}
105 else;
106 }
107
108
109
void main()
110
111
while(l)
{
112
113
standardO; //continuous loop
}
114 }
en
